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A Ser~es of four volumes providing a four-year course in general history
for .nuddle and. secondary schools in tropical Mrica, written from an
~fncan standpomt fl~d based on the syllabus recently circulated at the
mstance of the Colomal Office Advisory Committee on Education in the
Colonies. The work is sponsored by an Editorial Board presided over
by Professor Coupland of Oxford University, which has been constituted
for the purpose of assisting in the publication of such books. Each book
contains many photographic illustrations and maps specially drawn for
this series

. IN thousands of homes in West
Africa, delicious "Ovaltine" is
making its important contribution to the
physical and mental well-being of every
member of the family.
From no other source can such a wealth of
strength-giving nourishment be obtained as
from "Ovaltine." It is prepared from Nature's
richest tonic foods-ripe barley malt, pure
creamy milk, and new laid eggs-by scientific
processes which cannot be copied. There is no
food comparable to "Ovaltine." It is a complete and perfect food containing all the vital
nutritive elements-proteins, carbohydrates,
phosphorus, mineral salts and the vitamins
- in precisely the right proportion to build
up and maintain glorious health,
strength and vigour.
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AN APPROACH TO
ENGLISH LITERATURE
for Students Abroad
By H. B. DRAKE
The purpose of this series of four books is to prepare the third- or
fourth-year pupil for the study of English Literature in the original.
It is assumed that at the outset he will have mastered some I,500 of the
commonest English words as taught in a modem English course based
on word-frequenq principles. While the student is studying simplified
~xamples o~ the ·many forms of English prose and poetry, his vocabulary
1~ bemg WIdened to an extent that will enable him to study English
literature in the original without aid beyond .that given by a dictionary
and textual notes. Approximately 500 new words are to be introduced
in each volume
Book I
Now Ready
IS. 6d.
(Of all booksellers)
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'"Ovaltine" is the most economical
beverage to buy and to use - 24
cupfuls . of delicious "Ovaltine"
can be made from the small size
tin containing 4! ounces.
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JUST .THAT!
Like all great inventions) the Gillette
system

of shaving is simplicity itself

Put a Blue Gillette blade· into a Gillette
razor-and you can)t go wrong.

You

will get a clean velvety shave that
no other system) however . complicated or
costly) can equal.

Note these Travel Facilities
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Coastwise Excursions.
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Trips to Madeira and Canary Islands.

•
Special fares for University Students and School children
visiting parents in West Africa.
•
39 days' round voyages to West Africa from the
United Kingdom.
•
Short period return tickets to West Africa at special
rates for specified sailings.
All information from
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COLONIAL HOUSE, WATER STREET, LIVERPOOL.
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MALARIA
the sure and safe
remedy is
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ii/. heat of the weather
need Caltrol
ever!

for the cure and
prophylaxis of malaria
The synthetic antimalarial remedy • Atebrin' has already proved its
astonishingly rapid and reliable action in many thousands of cases .
• A~ebrin' completely cures malaria within 5 days, and taken as a
prophylactic-only two tablets on each of two non-consecutive days of
the week-it offers a reliable protection against malaria.

Consult your physician about it.
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Press Opinions
"Thousand-word English, studied by means of the word-list and of the
readers, should prove very useful to students of English in Nigeria. At
present, training too often ends before the student can read fluently enough
to be able to read widely for interest or pleasure, and before he can express
himself ill an easy and pleasant style. This fluency and this style can then
be attained only by further reading, and it is to make this further reading
possible and profitable that Harrap's Thousand-word English series have
been designed. The series can be recommended to the notice of elementary
and higher elementary teachers who wish to consolidate and systematise their
present knowledge of English, to learn to read with greater ease and enjoyment,
and to study models of an English style suitable for everyday use in the modern
world." Nigeria.
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LESS THAN A WEEK AWAY

BY AIR
By 4-engined air liner in three days to
Khartoum-where you board one of
Imperial Airways' big Imperial flying-boats
for home. Superb comfort-even to smoking
room and promenade deck. Hot or cold
meals served during flight. Night accommodation and all extras, except drinks,
included in your fare.

"The system is designed specially for those who learn English as a foreign
tongue, and is intended not only to furnish a vocabulary complete in itself,
but to inculcate simplicity and clearness of expression. In the latter object,
if we may judge by the examples of tales from Shakespeare and from
Hawthorne which accompany the text-book, it certainly appears to succeed."
Crown Colonist.

32 -page English List sent on application

GEORGE G. HARRAP & CO., Ltd.

NIGERIA TO ENGLAND £105 BY:

IMPERIAL AIRWAYS

182 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
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Yesterday
T

HE opening of the first Railway in Nigeria in 1901 was an
event of primary importance in the history of the land.
The transport of people and goods is closely bound up with
the economic progress of a country and the well-being of its
inhabitants. Without rapid, safe and inexpensive transport, trade
cannot develop and progress is hindered.
Before the Railw~y built its steel road across Nigeria, sluggish
communications retarded the growth of its people. Bullock
cart, camel and canoe were qUite inadequate to bring about

To-Day
T

HE Nigerian Railway last year carried 7! million passengers over
all parts of the country. It hauled over 850,000 tons of goods
and provided regular and well-paid employment for over
19,000 Africans.
Every national-spirited Nigerian can , assist the development of his
country by supporting th"e Railway in every way within his power.
Each extra consignment of goods and every extra jburney travelled is
a step in the direction of decreased rates and consequent saving of
money to the Railway user. Nigerians, do your share to increase the
economic progress of your country! The Railway is yours. Use it !

•

1937-38

BULLOCK TRANSPORT IN NORTHERN NIGERIA

that rapid and reliable interchange of commodities which creates
national wealth. Export of products was slow and difficult.
People were insular and unaware of the ideas and activities of
their fellow men. The Railway came to the land to break down
the barrier of distance, to open up the ways of trade and to
provide a wider market for the farmers' products by speedy
haulage to the ports of Lagos and Port Harcourt.
After 37 years' growth, there is yet greater progress to come.
Each year rail transport service becomes more efficient without
sacrificing safety and regularity.
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This map was specially drawn for the "Nigeria" magazine by K. A. Robertson, M.C.
It indicates not only the localities mentioned in the travel and other articles in this issue,
but also the various means of transport employed in the country. It is also interesting
as an application to West Africa of the art of decorative map-drawing which is at present
the subject of a distinct revival in England. This movement in contemporary art is a
natural sequence to the fashion so strongly developed in recent years of collecting the old
decorative maps of the English counties, drawn by the famous 17th-century artist Speed
and his followers. Maps in similar style, reproducing the delightfully-quaint old-time
touches, are now being produced by British designers. Mr. Robertson's drawing is a
worthy representative of this revived style in cartography.

A Yoruba mother wearing a decorative head
cloth of African design and weaving.
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INTRODUCTION
by

Sir Bernard Bourdillon,

K.C.M.G., K.B.E.

Governor and Commander-in-Chief, Nigeria

I

N t~is num~er of Nigeria there begins a very valuable
ser~es of artIcles on. the different Provinces of Nigeria,
whI~h, together wIth the other articles of especial
travel I~terest, should prove of the greatest interest to
non-Afncan readers.

Nige~ia, in point of population, is, with the exception
of IndIa .an.d the U.n.ited Kingdom itself, by far the
lar~est umt ~n ~he BntIsh Empire, and yet the ignorance
whIch prevails m regard to it in England, except among
those. who make a special study of African affairs is
~mazmg. There are, I think, two main reasons for this:
m the first pla<:e the climate is not such as to render the
country a~tractive to tourists, and in the second Nigeria
does not he on the way to any other more popular place,
and ~o the ~umber of people who visit it incidentally is
practically ml.
Now, th.is i~norance is a bad thing, both for England
a~d fo~ NIgena. We have, I hope, done something to
dIspel It by t~e. ~ttractive nature of our exhibit at the
Glas.gow ExhIbItlOn, and these articles will help to
contmue the process.
But it is not only the non-African who will benefit b
also Nigerian readers. How many educate~
NIgenans really know anything about the country as a
whol.e? F.a~ too few. But both politically and econ01JolIcally It IS as a united country, and not as'a collection
of mdependent and isolated units, that Nigeria
'11
.
WI
Prosper, an d'It ~s
of the very greatest importance that
the educated NIgerian youth, upon whom the future
welfare of the ~ountry so largely depends, should know
as much as possIble of the country as a whole, and should
. h
be able to understand and sympathise with th
and
"
f
e WIS es
aspIratlOns 0 those who come from other parts of
the country.

th~m,. but

tht or ~his reas~n I warmly welcome the appearance of
s senes of artIcles, and am convinced that the will be
of great value.
y

A village Rest House for the use of Europeans in Oyo Province, Southern
Nigeria. At such a Rest House it is possible for travellers to obtain water,
wood.fuel and dry shelter at a cost of a shilling or so a night.

TRAVEL FACILITIES IN NIGERIA

M

ANY of the English illustrated weekly papers devote special pages
to the subject of travel and articles proclaiming the beauty and
interests of India, East Africa, South Africa, the ,,yest Indies,
Egypt and so on are often included. Advertisements urge the traveller to
journey 1,000 miles up the Amazon, visit Tunis or winter in Hawaii, but
it is rare indeed to see any reference to West Africa except possibly
in connection with a cruise that includes no more than a brief visit to
Freetown.
In spite of this neglect in the pages of the Press, Nigeria can offer
many facilities for travel, but they are facilities that appeal to the seriousminded traveller more than to the "have a good time" type that crowd
the decks for the ordinary ocean cruises. Students of colonial affairs,
business men and people with friends or relatives in Nigeria are slowly
realising that in these days a journey to the heart of the country can
be made with a great degree of comfort and provides a wealth of new
interests.
Malaria-thanks to anti-mosquito measures, the use of mosquito boots,
nets, quinine or atebrin-has ceased to be a bogey, and when the passenger
ships of Elder Dempster Lines, Ltd., arrive at Lagos a very mixed company
come trooping down the gangway-officials returning from leave, many
with 25 years' service behind them, young brides, wives, eligible young
daughters, company directors, possibly even a sprinkling of grandmothers.
Lagos now has one or two quite good hotels of the small English country
town type and it is easy to obtain accommodation pending the making of an
inland journey.
The shipping company grant very advantageous rates for visitors
wishing to stay a month or more in the country, and a journey to Kano
and Jos on the Nigerian Railway is well worth considering. Trains with
restaurant cars and comfortable sleeping. carriages run on the line to the
Northern Provinces and complete the journey to Kano in three days. At
177

Kano and Jos are furnished rest-houses with catering facilities.
cars and pedal cycles can be hired in all the towns mentioned.

Motor

Nigeria possesses thousands of miles of good roads and motoring
provides the best method of seeing the Southern Provinces. Cars can be
purchased at Lagos, Fords in all their glory sparkle behind the plate glass
of Messrs.
J oe AlIen & Co., and their many up-country branches
windows
provide spares
and service.
When Lagos and the railway have been left behind the traveller must
be prepared to look after himself a little more. The Government and the
Native Administrations maintain rest-houses near all the big towns and large
villages-here water, wood-fuel and dry shelter can be obtained at a cost
of a shilling or so for a night. These rest-houses are usually unfurnished
and the traveller has to provide his Own camp equipment and food. In
these days, thanks to the development of caravanning and camping in
England, it is possible to obtain very light and compact cooking stoves and
camp beds. The writer of these notes makes constant use of a Hounsfield
camp bed and can thoroughly recommend it. A full-size bed, complete
with mosquito-net-rods, rolls into little more space than that occupied by
a fishing rod and is remarkably comfortable to sleep on. These beds are
stocked by the C.M.S. Bookshop at Lagos and by Messrs. John Holt and
Company. A canvas bath, lamp and water container, two blankets, a sheet
and a pillow, a small axe for cutting firewood, and a selection of the usual
dishes, pots and pans completes the main items of equipment.

. stand
immediately
in front
of thethegateway
Four posts carved after the Yoruba fashwn
Thursday
night are
suspended
drums
of
the
Afin
at
Ilorin.
On
the
posts
~verp
'd
y the Mohammedan day of prayer.
which give notice that the morrow IS rz a ,

The amount of kit taken naturally depends on the available transport.
One Government official I know invariably travels with three servants and
a one-ton lorry piled high with kit including a refrigerator; another journeys
for weeks on a push-bike with no more impedimenta than a mat to sleep
on, a mosquito net and a few pots and pans fastened to the handlebars .
A certain Irish doctor recently visited Nigeria and explored the whole
country for a year with no more equipment than he could carry in two
attache cases. He got from place to place by obtaining a lift on one or.
other ofofthe
numerous lorries that ply for passengers between the chief
popUlation.
centres
Food supplies present no difficulty. Eggs, oranges, pineapples,
chickens at 6d. to 9 d . each, tomatoes and in many cases fresh fish can be
purchased in the native markets. Cold store food, even New Zealand
mutton and fresh herrings from the North Sea, can be obtained at many
centres, and Kingsway Stores and the stores of John Holt & Co., scattered
all over the Country, stock grocery supplies, ranging in the larger towns
from plum puddings and "hundreds and thousands" to dried bay leaves.
It is quite possible to travel without a servant, but if a good lad with
a knowledge of simple cooking be engaged and can be accommodated in
the transport available he will prove useful in many ways. Wages vary
from 30s. to £3 a month.
No visit to Southern Nigeria can be regarded as complete if it does
not include a canoe or steam launch trip along the maze of creeks and rivers
of the Nigerian coastal area. A most interesting journey of this type can
be made by steam launch from Lagos to Sapele and is recommended to
all botanists. By making use of the motor lorry services from Sapele such
a journey can be extended by road to include Benin, a passage of the Niger
at Onitshaorand
the very delightful Ibo country between this town and Port
Harcourt
Enugu.
Air transport is making rapid progress in West Africa. Many people
are now using the London-Lagos air service and the Use of the air for long
journeys within the country and to Accra is increasing in favour.
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ILORIN PROVINCE
By F. DE F. DANIEL

.

Resident, florin Province

I

. h b k f the River Niger and is
LOR1N PROVINCE lies on t~~~; t o~nth~ south by the Southern
bounded on the west by I?a b l'18 000 square miles, roughly the
Provinces. The total area IS a. ou 0' ulation not far short of half-asit e of the mainland. of
a
each under its native
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ruler and for administrative purpo.bt IS I~~ e Resident. IIorin Emirate
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District
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Division,
headquarters
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.

.

'
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uare miles
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. .
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d by
.
f
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a..
.
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. .
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on60themiles
mamsouth
hne
.
. IIorin
situated
The principal town of the ProvI~ce
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th of Lagos
and
of the Nigerian Railway about 200 ml es nor
of the Niger.
.
whatofis Oyo.
now IIorm
At the beginning of the 19 th ~en~~ryd the whole
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movement spread southwaFd to Ilorin, where Mallam Alimi, a Fulani
preacher, proclaimed a Holy War against the infidel, and incited the Hausa
and Fulani immigrants to rise against their Yoruba rulers. The rebellion
spread, and in 1837 after some years of intermittent warfare Katanga was
captured by the Ilorins. The Alafin fled and set up a new capital at the
present OY9, 100 miles south
of his former home, and a
Fulani dynasty was established at Ilorin. The present
Emir is a lineal descendant
of Mallam Alimi, and is
supported by a small entourage of persons who claim
Fulani descent. The overwhelming majority of the
population are Y orubas by
race and language, and to-day
in all essentials Jlorin remains a Yoruba town. Islam
is the religion of the ruling
classes, and is the dominant
creed, but in spite of a century of contact the mass of
the peasantry are still pagan
at heart. Meanwhile Christianity has made, and continues to make, much headway, especially in the southern
districts, and churches and
chapels are seen in every town.
The history of Ilorin
and the clash of cultures are
reflected in the appearance
of the Emir's Market, the
large open space in the centre
of the town. The most prominent feature is the glistening white dome of the Afin,
the Emir's residence, flanked
by the Emirate Office and
Alkali's Court, all built of
stone after a North African
design, and the last two
bearing inscriptions in Arabic
The Emir of llorin.
character. The Afin is surrounded by a massive wall
of granite, but the blue flag which flies above the gateway bears an
Arabic legend. Behind the wall may be seen the thatched roofs of typical
Y oruba dwellings, and immediately in front of the gateway are four posts
carved after the Yorpba fashion. On these every Thursday night are
suspended the drums which give notice that the morrow is Friday, the
Mohammedan day of prayer.
A drive through the town will provide many contrasts. The main
s!reets are of macadam, with curbed sides leaving a wide margin on either
SIde of ~he roadway. The majority of the buildings are built of mud and
thatch, In the form of a courtyard, with here and there a mosque with
thatched roof and pillars or ornate mudwork. Side by side are shops and
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houses of European model, built of stone or pise with doors and windows;
and roof of corrugated iron, whilst a modern note is introduced by the
buildings of the Welfare Centre and the Native Administration workshops
on the outskirts of the town.
A prominent feature are the numerous markets, shaded by ficus trees,
and thronged with crowds of blue-clad women with every kind of native
produce. Towards sunset all trade centres on the Emir's market, which
goes on till nearly midnight. Hundreds of fairy lamps, the wick floating
in shea-butter, produce a pleasing chiaroscuro effect, which once seen will
always be remembered.
Ilorin lies on the main trade route from the north to Lagos, and from
its geographical position has been described as the gateway of the Northern
Provinces. It is the clearing-house for the cattle traders who drive their
beasts down from the north and dispose of them to southern dealers. There
is in consequence a large floating population of northern origin, and a strange
medley of racial types. Here may be seen long-haired Arabs from Timbuctoo, veiled Tuaregs and their Buzu slaves, Arabs of Darfur and pagans
of Baghirmi, with throwing-knives of starfish shape. Hausa and Fulani
mingle with thick-lipped Yorubas and a variety of southern natives wearing
a motley of European cast-off garments.
Both in Ilorin Town and throughout the Province agriculture is the
main occupation of the people. Unlike certain other parts of Nigeria, little
produce is grown for overseas export; groundnuts are exported from the
northern parts of Ilorin, a little palm oil from the south, andshea-nuts
from Borgu, but the real trade of the Province is in foodstuffs for the Southern
Provinces. Vast quantities of yams, beans, maize and guinea-corn are
exported by rail and motor transport, and there is a constant canoe-borne
traffic from Jebba and the towns along the Niger. Next to agriculture,
weaving, dyeing and pot-making are the principal industries. There is a
widespread demand for Ilorin cloths, but it is interesting to note that owing
to the short staple of the local cotton imported yarn is preferred to the
native product, and is in common use-.
Dyeing is almost exclusively a woman's trade, and dye-pots are to be
seen in every compound. The dye used is indigo, and there are two methods,
batik resembling that used in Java, and the method known as tying and
dyeing. The cloth is tied in certain conventional designs, in such a way
that the dye does not reach the parts protected, and leaves a white pattern
on a blue ground.
Pot-making is practised by both men and women. A large assortment
of pots of varying shapes and sizes may be seen every day outside the railway
station for sale to passing travellers, and there is a steady export trade to
the Southern Provinces.
The northern part of Ilorin is open rolling country, hilly in parts, and
well wooded with locust bean and shea trees. Towards the south the
country becomes more wooded, with patches of high forest, which usually
denote the site of some ancient town, and have been left for protection against
marauding horsemen.
In the Lafiagi-Pategi Division the inhabitants of the riverine area are
Nupes, but the people of the Oke Odde district of Lafiagi are Yorubas
of the same stock as their neighbours of Ilorin Emirate.
Borgu presents a bewildering diversity of tongues and peoples. There
are two principal races, the Batonubu of the south-western districts, and
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the Zugwe of ~ussa Emirate. The ruler~ profess Islam, but their acceptance
of the Koran IS of recent date and not m accordance with the tradition of
the people.
T?e Emir of Bussa is to-day a professed Moslem, but once every year
~cC(~;dmg t~ a~e-Io~g custom he puts on his full war equipment and rides

ort

brandIshmg hIS spear "to defy the prophet."

Close-up view of
the Ju-Ju Rock
as seen from a
canoe on the
Niger. This
great mass of
rock forms an
island zn the
river about threequarters of a
mile above the
Jebba Bridge and
is a familiar
sight to railway
travellers.

~ith its scanty population, under four to the square mile Bor u
remams one of. the most sparsely inhabited areas of Nigeria. H~re li~n
and elephant ~tIll roam as .of old, to.get~ler with most of the varieties of big
game found m. West Afnca. . Ilorm IS the meeting ground of opposin
cultur~s, Pagamsm, Islam, Christianity, the old and the new, intense con~
~~rvatIsr;. a?d I?odern progress. It is our task to endeavour to reconcile
e con Ictmg mterests and to make the impact as painless as may be.
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The administrative buildings of the Kano Emirate. The Kano Emirate, one division
of Kano Province, covers 13,000 square miles, an area a little more than that of Belgium,
and contains two million people.
(Photograph by Sir Bernard Bourdillon.)

KANO PROVINCE
By T. H.

"FOR

BALDWIN

Provincial Superintendent of Education, Kano

a large radius almost every acre over thousands of square miles
is or has been cultivated, and the hedged and fenced roads and fields
give an impression of civilisation and ordered industry which is
almost unique in tropical Africa." ,
Thus the Official Gazetteer describes the country within a radius of
some thirty miles of Kano City, a modest tract of land that supports a
million people. The traveller who would appreciate the full significance
of the description should approach Kano in the "Up-Limited Passenger
Train." ,At the cool of dawn he will awake to look out upon this highly
cultivated plain, farm after farm, trim and neat, as far as the eye can see.
As if to give the scene its full savour the Nigerian Railway here assumes its
most leisurely and unhurried mood. The train saunters into Kano accompanied for miles by relays of shouting children from the populous, wellgroomed countryside.
It is indeed an impression of civilisation that the traveller gets. The
term may be hard to define but if civilisation has anything to do with being
civil-a quality not too common in our day-if it denotes the qualities of
forbearance, courtesy, reasonableness and ordered industry, then this patient,
genial peasantry is entitled to the name. Not, of course, that the people
hereabouts can claim a monopoly of virtues unshared by their widespread
kin. It is rather that their concentration in this area throws into relief the
general character of the people. He who would study the Hausa peasant
could not find a better terrain for his observations.
The charm of Kano lies in its civility-not in its natural features.
Two squat, ugly rocks within the city may owe their fame to the fact that
"north of the latitude of Kano and ellst of its meridian hardly a single stone
or rock of any sort can be found." In other directions there is some
variety but the country in general is a plain, pleasing in the early rains with
its park-like appearance but, for the rest, wearisome to the eye in its lack of
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An elementary school at Kano. This great rectangular building i$ built of red mud,
the walls being supported by buttresses. The classrooms all face inwards and open on
to a central courtyard.

definition. The scene is most satisfying where Nature has been tamed by
the hand of man. Here, and especially in the belt round Kano City, the
apparent aimlessness of the plain takes on form and significance, and even
in February, most desolate of months, the countryside, as if shielded by
its massive tamarinds and locust beans, contrives to retain a mellow air.
The farther to the north or north-east one goes at this unlovely season the
more gaunt and austere does the scene become- sand, sodom apple and
thorny scrub.
The entire province of Kano comprises less than 17,000 square miles
and yet contains near zt millions of people- zo% of the population of the
Northern Provinces. The people vary in type and density but consist mainly
of Hausa and Fulani "who are much mixed with one another and are all
moulded into a social life and environment of Mohammedan character."
Hausa is the common tongue and bids fair to oust all others. Even the
race-proud Kanuri, settled in numbers along the Bornu boundary, adopt it.
The pastoral, nomad Fulani still show their elusive shyness and cling to
their language and their ancient ways. It is strange to find, in the very

One of the entrance gates in the old city waN of Kano. In days past the walls formed
an important part in the defence of the town. The enclosed area includes much farm
land that no doubt proved very useful in time of siege.
(Photograph by Sir Bernard Bourdillon .)
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?eart .of the Kan? country, s~all groups of Hausa pagans. Their existence
IS a tnbute to their own tenacity and suggests a surprising degree of toleration
by the Mohammedan majority before the British occupation.
Agr~culture and the keeping of livestock are the main o~cupations of
the pro:'lI~ce and on these almost entirely depends the living of the people.
The sOli IS not, on the whole, fertile, and the peasant must work hard.
Where the population is t~ickly set~led the fa~mer has been obliged to
resort to manure and extensive croppmg and a high standard of cultivation
has resulted. . Even so, the people round Kano City cannot produce enough
to supply t~elr n~e~s .Many a man goes on his travels in the dry season,
s'!I?I?lementl~g hiS mcome by petty trading, doing odd jobs or even by
vIsitIng relatives.
The principal
subsistence crops are
millet and guinea corn
while the groundnut
is the chief export and
source of income. It
is largely on the profits of the groundnut
trade that the peasant's slender stock of
luxuries will depend
for the following year.
It is estimated that
about 75 % of the
annual crop of Northern Nigeria is marketed in Kano Province, and very animated is the scene at
many a rural railway
station during the
autumn months on
this account. Men, In Kano City. A typical mud building richly decorated
women and children
with geometrical patterns.
drive in long lines of
lad~n asses and pour out their produce, for inspection, at the feet of the
Synan buyer. Poor groundnut! Sport of the fevered markets of the
world! There is pathos in those rows of bags so neatly piled beside the
railway, so full, it would seem, of the peasant's hopes and fears.
Large herds of humped cattle, fat sheep, and the nimble, ubiquitous
goat are features of the countryside. Hides and skins form the second
sourc~ of income. These and the groundnuts, with all the commerce that
they Involve, account for the large mercantile community of Europeans in
Kano.
.
Handicrafts generally occupy only a part of the time of those engaged
~n theJ?
The product~ are mostly consumed at home and the export is
Inc?nslderable. Most highly esteemed in native eyes, and so most, likely to
~esl.st the competition of Europe, is the dyeing industry. The locally grown
Indigo produces ~ full, deep blue that appears to be unrivalled. To-day, as
for many centunes, the Tuaregs of the northern desert, arriving with their
camel caravans, buy here the dyed cloth from which their veils are made.
For the purposes of native administration the province is divided into
four Emir.ates. Bes~des the central Emirate of Kano, by far the greatest,
there are In descendIng order Hadejia, Gumel and Kazaure. In each unit
the administrative organs, having their roots deep in the past, are similar
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in essentials though they vary much in scale and elaboration. Each emirate
has its genius loci which can be perceived rather than described. Hadejia,
incomparable in its dignity, has the faint touch of melancholy that is sometimes felt in old cathedral towns, a suggestion that the world has passed it by.
A genial patriarch presides in arid Gumel where the women labour so long
and lustily at the wells. The men of Razaure are reputed "sons of Martha."
They toil and are touchy.
But, of course, Rano herself is the "flower of cities all" and her preeminence goes back for many centuries. She was at the height of her
power in the reign of Rumfa (circa 1463-98) to whom, probably as a convert,
that Moslem apostle to the Hausa, Al Maghili, addressed his interesting
tractate on the obligations of Princes. Since then her political fortunes
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Camels taking groundnuts to the railhead at Kano.
After transport by train to Lagos
the nuts are shipped to Europe and America where the oil is extracted and used in the
manufacture of margarine, soap, cooking fats and other products. Over 150,000 tons
of groundnuts are exportedfrom the Northern Provinces every year.

have been chequered but Whether subject to the Rwororofa, the Ranuri, the
Fulani or the British, her economic supremacy has persisted. In earlier
days the premier port of the Saharan caravan traffic, later linked by railway
to Lagos and the South, her market has continued to attract the traveller,
while her embroidered cloth and tanned skins have always been recherches.
Centuries ago her ornamented leather was carried to North African ports
where it was named Moroccan; lately it was sent to England for the Glasgow
Exhibition. There seems to be an element of the eternal in Rano.
The startling contrast between old and new in the cities of the East is
a commonplace with the traveller, yet even the most experienced, one may
hazard, would be arrested by the contrasts of Rano. The Government
Administrative Staff and Departments have been very busy here in the last
decade. The electricity, the pipe-borne water, the handsome pile of offices,
the splendidly equipped hospital, the extensive workshops and the spacious
school-our list of adjectives, dear reader, has been scrupUlously chosenare ample evidences of a new world. But the Rano of Mohammed Rumfa
persists, not as a relic or an enclave, but as an embracing, absorbing Being.
The great mud wall, untended since the advent of the British, stands gaunt
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.
On 'the left is the tower of a mosque,
In the open space at the centre of Kano tf't~. ir's Palace and on the rzght are pole
in the centre is one of theI ent~ant ces tpoPlY esch;me an up-to-date undertakzng owne
.
.+ the e ectrzcl y su
'.
supporting Wlres OJ
by the Kano Native AdministratlOn.
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PLATEAU PROVINCE, the Highlands of Nigeria
By E. S.

T

PEMBLETON

Resident, Plateau Province

HE greater part of the following description has been taken direct
from the "Gazetteer of the Plateau Province,"* compiled in 1932 by
Mr. C. G . Ames, now an Assistant Judge of the High Court of Nigeria,
but it has been brought up to date by reference to subsequent administrative
changes and general development.
The Plateau Province, though the smallest of the Northern Provinces,
can have but few rivals for variety and wealth of beautiful scenery. Its
principal feature is the plateau from which it takes its name, a highland of

A river valley scene below the hydro-electric power station at Kurra Falls , near Jos .

an average height of over 4,0 00 feet above sea-level, with peaks rising to
5,000 and 6,000 feet.
In appearance this plateau is not unlike the veldt
of South Africa, there being wide expanses of treeless downland studded
with rugged hills, while in several places groups of these hills rise in majestic
masses that deserve the name of mountains. Except on its north-eastern
side its edge is a steep escarpment from which magnificent views are obtained
of the plains below. The escarpment is broken at Assob by a gentler slope
down which the main road to the south winds its way, following the course
of a mountain stream that descends in a succession of falls and rocky pools,
a favourite haunt of picnic parties and bathers. Again to the south-east
the abrupt edge gives place to a series of precipitous hills. This is the
neighbourhood of waterfalls and mountain torrents, tumbling down the
hills, often hidden in dense combes and only detected by their roar, and
thence running rapidly along valleys between hills terraced for cultivation
and bearing a wealth of oil palms and other trees. Supreme amongst these '
is the River Farin Ruwa, which by a series of spectacular falls and cataracts,
leaps down a hillside of 2,00 0 feet in but little over a mile.
The rest of the Province is varied in character. South of the plateau
*Published by the J08 Native Administration. The Government of Nigeria takes
no responsibility for the accuracy of the Gazetteer.
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proper there is an intermediate area of parklike upland, 'di,vided by the hills
near Jagindi from the lower pl~in, where fo:est growth IS de~ser and the
rivers run through glades of gIant trees, thIckly festooned wIth creepers.
It is near Jagindi that the Nigerian Eastern Railway wri~hes i~s way, in a
succession of loops and bends that are worthy of an Alpme raIlway, down
the picturesque
slopes of the Kloof.
To the south - east
of the Province the
country slopes very
gently down towards
the River Benue,
with an increasing
density of trees until
it becomes a vast
forest, thick and sunless except for the
open spaces of its
many swamps, uninhabited by man
but the home of the
bush cow, many varieties of an telope and
an occasional lion,
and visited annually
by elephant.
The population
of the plateau, approximating half-amillion in number,
is no less varied than
the scenery, there
being some forty
different tribes and
sub-tribes, varying
m size from 1,000
to 50,000. Almost
all are primitive,
virile pagans who
still follow their
ancient cults of
ancestor worship,
totemism or polytheism and the traditions and customs
of long ago. Living A villager of the Jos division returning from a leaf gathering
in their own villages expedition. The leaves are used by the women folk to make
and preferring their leaf skirts as seen in the illustration. The people of this area
own company, they
are dtstzngutshed by their viriltty and zndependence.
are still largely spec.
.
tators of the approach of civilisation and their conservat1s~, espec.Ia~ly
in the mines field area, is astonishing. Miss Perham, in "NatIve Admmlstration in Nigeria" (page 133), illustrated their attitude in the following
vivid description:
"Jos, the headquarters of the Province, is the centre o~ the tin-mining
activity and contains a considerable Mohammedan populatIOn. Yet pagan
men, and even more, their women, bringing their wood and other produce
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to the market, walk daily past the garages, banks, and mosques and are
reflected in the mirror of the drapery shops in the stark nakedness which
was theirs thirty-five years ago and which they still regard as indispensable
to morality."
Apart from the local population there are over 50,000 immigrants,
most of them having come in search of employment on the mines field.
While many races have their representatives, Hausa-speaking Moslems are
by far the most numerous, and tribes from the French Colonies still further
'north probably come next. Some thousands of nomadic cattle-Fulani
also roam the bare grassy downs of the plateau with their herds.
The Administration of the Province differs from that of most of the
adjoining Provinces, where established Emirates have long been in existence.
With the exception of Jemaa Emirate and the small district of Kanam, it
was not at first possible to create responsible Native Administrations such
as are to be found in the Hausa states. Apart from the fact that contact
with most of the tribes had only been established by the use of armed force,
their number and the differences in their language and customs made large
amalgamations impracticable. The first step therefore was to create a
series of admittedly artificial Native Administrations, each with its
common Treasury, prison and so on, under the direct control and guidance
of Administrative Officers, while making every effort to preserve the separate
entities Qf the tribes-and to give their own chiefs and elders as much responsibility as they were able to accept. This policy resulted in the formation
of six units which, between them, make the five administrative divisions
into which the Province is divided, namely, Jos, Pankshin (which includes
Kanam), Shendam, Jemaa and Southern Division, with its headquarters at
Wamba.
In course of time the constant study of the history and customs of the
various tribes has made it possible to understand more fully the needs and
wishes of the people themselves with the result that in the last four years
a number of important changes have been made. So far as possible each
tribe or group of tribes is now governed by its own chiefs and elders, or by
a federation of chiefs. It is hoped that when the traditional leaders of the
various units have learned to assume the responsibilities and exercise the
functions of local governments, closer contact with one another and realisation
of their common economic interests will bring about voluntary federations
to replace the former artificial groupings.
The plateau is the centre of the alluvial tin-mining industry of Nigeria
and in normal times is a hive of activity with nearly 300 Europeans engaged
in "winning" tin. The ore is won by a variety of means from simple
hand-washing by native tributors with calabashes to steam shovels and
enormous bucket-dredges, and every few years some innovation is introduced to startle the ignorant layman. The latest wonder is the "Monighan
dragline," a huge electric excavator, weighing some 450 tons, which on
occasion staggers about the countryside on its own feet like some terrifying
monster of the Stone Age. The presence of this industry has created a
demand for electricity and there are two hydro-electric power stations
supplying the local "grid" at Kwal and Kurra Falls, the latter a favourite
resort of visitors to the Province. A third power station is now being built
in even more lovely surroundings at J ekko, where the Kurra River takes
its final leap down the escarpment. With its completion the mines field
will be exceptionally well supplied with electricity.
Intensive mining development has not been achieved without its effect
on the countryside. The need for fuel to drive machinery in the early days
before coal, oil or electric power was available and to serve the domestic
purposes of the immigrant industrial population has resulted in practically
complete deforestation of the plateau proper, which was formerly reasonably
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well wooded despite the shifting culti.vation practised by ~. fairly dense
pagan population hemmed on the .h1ghlands ?y slave-ra1dmg Moslem
invaders. Deforestation is now rapIdly spreadmg to the slopes of the
plateau, thanks to uncontrolled fuel e::ploitation ~ear railway and. motor
roads, while erosion is accelerating sod degeneratlOn and destroymg the
agricultural and grazing potentialities of ~he area. Re~ently s?m~ communal village plantations have been estabhshed to provIde the md1genous
tribes with better fuel than grass and cattle dung, ~d other. proposals f~r
afforestation and reservation are under consideratlOn. T~lS problem. IS
intimately connected with that of improved methods of agncultu~e, whIch
are equally necessary to prevent steady impove~ishment of.a s?ll already
barely adequate to maintain the agricultu~al ~n~es and qUlte madequate
to supply the industrialists with food whIch IS Imported from the more
..
.
fertile plains.
The Province is readily accessible from the rest of N1gena. By rad
Jos is less than 48 hours distant from Lagos and 36 hours from Port Harcourt.
All-season motor roads connect it with the Emirates of .the north and onl.y
one short section of dry-season road remains to b~ bndged to con.nect It
also with the Southern Provinces and the coast VIa the Be~ue Bndg~ at
Makurdi. Its ready accessibility, its bracing climate and Its untrop~cal
scenery make Jos an ideal centre for local leave, and at the. pres~nt time
Hill Station, intended for holiday use. by Government offiCIals, IS nearly
ready for occupation. Golf, lawn tenms and squash rackets c~n be. played
at the Plateau Club, bathing is possible within eas~ motonng d1stan~e,
and the network of public and mines roads in the ne1ghbo~rhood provIde
a means of pleasant (and occasionally adventurous) ~otor tnps a~ ~n alternative to games and conversation in a room overlo~kmg the Dehm1 valley,
the Shere and J arawa hills, ' and the gardens- and nn roofs of J os town.

The commercial area of Lagos. In the foreground are offices of tradinlf firms. In
the middle distance are shops and banks situated on the left sxde of the matn road (T,he
Marina), and to the right on the water front are the Customs sheds. Ocean-goxng
ships can tie up by the adjoining wharf and it is here that passengers from Eu~ope
disembark. The climate of Lagos xs warm and humxd and m,any Europeans desttn"d
to spend a tour of service in the town look forwa!d ~o a fortmght of local leave tn the
more invigorating surroundings of Jos. The Nxgerwn Raxlway provxdes comfortable
transport to the Plateau Province.
(Photograph from the air by Sir Bernard Bourdillon.)
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ROM the summit of any of the five peaks of Kufena, that great
massif presiding over the Zaria Plains and now known as the Wellington
Rock for the alleged resemblance of its outline to the features of the
great Duke, an excellent view of Zaria and its environs may be obtained.
The rock lies three miles to the west of Zaria city and seven miles south
of the European reservation situated (as Clapperton describes the surrounding country) amongst "tall trees like gigantic poplars stretching from one
detached mount to another."
First looking north at a distance of about eight miles, the Police Barracks
can be seen showing between well-drilled lines of mango and citrus trees.
Possibly there may be an occasional burst of hectic firing where to the west
of the barracks the Royal West African Frontier Force are having firing
practice and giving their position away by little round puffs of smoke which
float up into the still clear air at each shot.

Looking eastwards again, the expert observer will be able to pick ~>Ut
the Residency with the flag flying from the peak, the Games Club lookmg
out over the racecourse, golf course and polo ground, and then the railway
station, the junction serving the Sokoto, Kano, Jos an~ K~duna lines. To
the east of the station Sabon Gari, or New Town, WItlJ. Its heterogeneous
collection of mud cement and corrugated iron houses can be seen, with
beyond it the R~yal West African Frontier Force's well-laid-out lines
going down to the River Kubani.
Following the road from the European reservation towards the native.
city, first the white stucco houses of the canteens can be seen, then, after
crossing the Kubani river, the road passes .through Tudun Wada, a s~burb
laid out in 1914 for the traders, etc., natives of the North~rn. Provmces,
who thronged to Zaria and were excluded from the townshIp m order to
keep them plainly under the
authority of the Native
Administration.
After
Tudun Wada, on the left
the African Hospital, on the
right the Pharmacy School,
both Government institutions.
Then the city is reached
- Zaria, the capital of the
Emirate of Zazzau, the heir
of the Hausa kingdom of
the same name. No one
knows when the kingdom
was founded or the origin
of the name. The tradition
of Hausaland, recorded in
MSS. preserved in Zaria
families, makes the first
King of Zazzau one of the Little girls watching a native Punch and Judy show
six sons of the Prince of
in a village near Kaduna.
(Photograph by R . L. Findlay.)
Baghdad who married the
Queen of Daura. If tradition be true, there were Hausa Kings of Zazzau before our Norman Conqu:st.
The most picturesque figure in Zaria's history is the Princess Amma
who in the course of her campaigns, "built a new town and took a new
husband" at every halting-place. The "walls of Amina" are st~ll pointed
out here and there, even as far as in the west of Sokoto ProvInce. She
marched conquering "to the sea"; Kano and Katsina, the Nupes and the
Jukuns brought her tribute-"eunuchs, kolas, and the treasures of the west."
In order not to be overshadowed by Amina, her sister Zaria left
Turunku then the capital of Zazzau, and founded a city, to which she
gave her' own name, at the foot of Kufena, the rock on t~e toP. of which
we are now standing. The next King of Zazzau moved .hlS capltal to the
present site of Zaria so as to control t~e marke~ then sIt~ated there. and
joined it to Kufena by the walls, the rums of whIch are stIll to be s.een.
Then came the jihad and Fulani administration until the arnval of
the British at the beginning of the present century.
Following the road where it enters the city, two walls are passed, the
first being the crumbling remains of the Hausa circuit, and the second the
more recent Fulani wall with the double archway of the Doka Gate. Near
this gate, so it is said, is the point at which the Fulani broke into Zaria.
The population is concentrated in the south-west so that the northern
half ' is a quiet stretch of farms dotted with occasional houses and sugar
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In Kaduna Market. The market clerk attending to the business of two clients.
Kaduna market is a model of cleanliness and good order.

THE EMIRATE OF ZAZZAU
By

THE RESIDENT,

F

Zaria Province

cane plantations. There are many ruined houses-former city families
having moved out to more fertile farms since the British occupation.
To the observer on Kufena the prison close to the Doka Gate will
stand out clearly, with the Middle School on the opposite side of the road.
Further on again, on the same side of the road, he may be able to see the
Native Administration workshops, consisting of smithies, carpenters' shops,.
survey offices, stores and garages. Hereabouts on the left of the road and

A young
hospital
patient.

A high official of the
Emirate of Zazzau
standing at the entrance to his headquarters. The doorway itself, with its
bold simple mouldings, is interesting
for its distinctive
curves, approximating to the shape of
a horseshoe magnet .
The traditional
aspect of the thick
mud walls is in
strong contrast to·
the modern equipment of the large
office behind them,
wh ere typewriters
click and telephone
bells demand:
attention.

in the shade of some big trees are the houses of the descendants of Mallam
Musa, the first Fulani ruler of Zazzau.
After this the road is lost to view as it leads on to the centre of the city
towards the Central Offices and the Native Treasury, built on the ruins of
the house where Dr. Miller stayed before the occupation. Nearby are the
Native Administration police offices, the courts of the Chief Alkali or judge,
and the main mosque. This was a sacred site even in pagan days. Mallam
Musa levelled the spot and made a temporary mosque of mats; and the
third Emir employed the most famous builder of the day to erect this
mosque. Beyond this is the Emir's residence. Perhaps if the observer
has a pair of field glasses he may be able to make out a gang of prisoners
at work levelling the ground of the offices to make a playground for the
children. Though in a few years' time it will need more than field glasses.

to make all this visible from the top of Kufena as trees of all kinds are now
being planted in the city.
The road continues in a southerly direction through the town, leaving
the Elementary School and Native Administration Dispensary on the right,
and the Government Veterinary Clinic on the left, through the most thicklypopulated part of the city, a maze of winding alleys, merchants' houses,
dye pits, potters' kilns and smithies. By the end of the year both electric
light and water will be laid on, thus considerably improving the health of
the people and the sanitation of an already clean and well-kept native city.
And then the market, built in its present form in 1913, with its own
Alkali's court, and horse fair at the further end. From the market it is
only a short distance to the south-west gate through which the road emerges
and is once more seen as it passes close to the square-towered buildings
of the Church Missionary Society Mission, and on past the site settled by
the first British Resident and his garrison.
During the wet weather when visibility is at its best and the observer
knows exactly where to level his glasses, he will see the lines of the welldrilled huts of the Zaria Leper Settlement recently taken over by the Church
Missionary Society, and past which the road winds to disappear on its
way to Kaduna, fifty miles away.
Besides the Emirate, Zaria Province includes the independent districts
of Birnin Gwari in the west and Jaba, Kagoro and Moroa in the south-east.
Birnin Gwari district is the relic of a kingdom founded by chiefs of
Hausa stock among the pagan Gwari and Kamuku, but wasted by smallpox
and slave raids. Its institutions are quite separate from those of the Emirate.
J aba, Kagoro and Moroa are small districts inhabited by pagans of the
tribes after whom the districts are named, ruled by chiefs of their own stock.
They share the facilities of the Emirate Native Treasury. The following
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describes, in the words of a touring officer, the villages of the pagan districts
in the south :
. " The villages are sprawling affairs, unlike the Hausa towns with their
central squares and markets, and their streets and alleyways. There seems
to be very little planning. Farms and houses are all mixed together : first
a compound, then some farm land, then another compound a hundred
yards or so away, and so on. The place is full of half-starved dogs that
bark without ceasing from the moment a stranger enters a compound until
the moment he leaves. The houses are of the usual mud and thatch, but
many boast the addition of a small verandah. This verandah, which is
square, is added on to a round house, so that the plan of the building
resembles a croquet hoop. The thatches are made to conform to this plan,
and look something like poke-bonnets as a result. A long slope in front
covering the verandah, and a shorter, steeper slope at the back. The little
twist; of grass at the apex of the thatch has a rather jaunty air, completing
the backward rake of the longer slope. Many of the compounds are surrounded by tall, bristling, cactus hedges, and where compounds are close
together a maze of narrow paths run between these hedges. These paths
must have been of great service in time of war."
The Zaria Hausa, although. a genuine Hausa, has always made terms
with the culture of the tribes she conquered rather than forced them into
her own mould. Hence the Zaria of to-day- the round, "bucolic" face
of the typical Zaria Hausa, so near the pagan type that most Zaria pagans
look like Zaria Hausas as soon as they put on Hausa dress-the broad Zaria
dialect, which the Kano Chronicle with quiet malice puts into the mouths
of Zaria characters as early as 14oo- the reputation of the people : the
stay-at-home superstitious men, "fish who only know their own well," as
Kano calls them, and the fickle women ("You can't trust them as far as you
can see a Zaria silk-cotton tree," according to the saying)-and the Zaria
Pagans, some like the Kworo, connected through concubinage with ruling,
houses, and all so unrepressed by centuries of Hausa rule that their own
social institutions still flourish with native vigour.
. The light is beginning to fail. The observer hastily puts away his
glasses and starts the descent, wondering, as he threads his way down past
the huge rocks what the walled city of Zaria, the sister of Amina, must
have looked like over 500 years ago as it nestled at the foot of the rock.

Three Obas, memb.ers of the Judicial Council, Ijebu-Ode . Left to right : The Ajalorun
of IJebu-Ife, the Olowu of Owu and the Dagbure of Idowa .

IJ EBU PROVI NeE
By E. G.

HAWKESWORTH

Acting Resident, Ijebu Province

I
One of the many rocky hills in the neighbourhood of Zaria. Vast masses of rock lie
in confusion at the base, others near the top are piled one above the other. Many are
in most unstable positions and look as though they might fall over at any moment.
Hyenas find good day-time hiding-places on such hills.
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JEBU, lying in the south-west corner of Nigeria, has a population of
some 300,000 and an area of 2,456 square miles. The Ijebus are a
branch of the great Yoruba race and migrated from He several centuries
ago . As a re.sult of their geographical situation, they not only managed
la,rgely to aVOId t~e nume~ous wars which played so important (and often
dIsa~trous) a part III the hIstory of the Yoruba tribe, but formed a natural
barfler to .the f~ee ~rade of the interior with the seaboard. The Ijebus
thus early III their history developed an aptitude for trade which gave them
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a partial monopoly over the barter in slaves and salt and to-day their enterprising middlemen control a large portion of the trade in cocoa and palm
products in the Western Provinces.
The Province lies within the forest belt and the land is fertile and
undulating, never rising save in the north-east to more than four hundred
feet above sea-level. Three large rivers flow southwards to the sea and
although owing to sudd and rocks these are only navigable by canoes, they
play an important part in the evacuation of timber, and, in the south-east,
of palm products. Approximately a quarter of the area is covered by
forest reserves and in the more scantily-populated eastern districts much
timber remains and there is a considerable export trade in mahogany,
opepe and other valuable trees. Elsewhere the forest has been felled and
yam, cassava, ground-nuts, corn and other foodstuffs are extensively grown
and a considerable portion is sent for sale in Lagos.
In the central and northern districts a large proportion of the people
live in towns or large villages, the most important of which are Ijebu-Ode,
Shagamu and Ijebu-Igbo. The majority of houses still consist of mud
walls but the palm and thatch roof has been largely superseded by the
more economical but more unsightly zinc. On the other hand the richer
Ijebus often devote a considerable portion of their wealth to the erection
of houses of two or three storeys built of cement or brick, many of which
are not lacking in architectural originality.
The younger generation of Ijebus usually adopt European clothes for
their everyday tasks but during festivals and on other outstanding occasions
they follow the example of their elders and wear the flowing and picturesque
Yoruba robes. The women in particular display exceptional skill in the
blending of colours in clothes whether the cloth is imported or woven locally.
Assiduous devotion to trade and agriculture has unfortunately led to
the neglect of indigenous arts and crafts but much cloth is woven locally
from imported cotton by both men and women. The skill of the women
in dyeing and embroidering such cloth is evidenced by the exhibits that
were so much admired at the Empire Exhibition in Glasgow. Some beaded
embroidery is still produced but only in a decreasing quantity.
As befits his progressive nature, the Ijebu is keenly appreciative of the
benefits of education and nearly every village has one or more schools of
varying merit. There is no Government School in the Province but the
standard reached by many of the Mission Schools in the larger towns is high.
Ijebu-Ode itself is proud of its Secondary School, and the girls' schools at
Ijebu-Ode and Shagamu maintained by the C.M.S. and Wesleyan Missions
respectively are deserving of special mention. Higher educational facilities
are available in Lagos and Ibadan and the Ijebu has not been slow to take
advantage of them.
The ancient social system was generally based upon the Osugbo and
Pampa Societies and a system of age-grades. The Osugbos, a society
composed of elderly men of proved character, were responsible for the
administration of justice and were always consulted by the Chiefs or Obas
in executive matters. The Pampa Chiefs were originally concerned in the
organization of the military machine but in more recent days have devoted
themselves to the control of markets and trade. The age classes were
responsible for the carrying out of communal tasks, but the leaders of each
grade were admitted to the deliberations of the village councils.
The younger and educated generation, however, has demonstrated its
social instincts by the formation of progressive societies or unions in practically every village of importance, and these boc\ies take a keen interest
in the welfare of their communities. The Ijebus who have settled in towns
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outside Ijebuland maintain an enthusiastic interest in the affairs of their
villages and towns and in many cases have formed similar societies wherein
the welfare of their parent communities are the subject of constant discussion. It is noteworthy that the junior societies co-operate amicably
with the older institutions.
Missions have long been at work in Ijebu and although the older
generations still practise their ancient religious rites, the majority of the
young men and women have adopted the Christian or Mohammedan
religions.
The Native Administrations take a creditable interest in the social
welfare of the people and the health services they maintain are probably
not out-rivalled in the Protectorate. There are nine Native Administration
dispensaries in the Province and institutions have now been established
for the training of women in midwifery and domestic science.
For administrative purposes the Province is divided into two Native
Administrations, Ijebu and Ijebu-Remo. The Awujale is the Native
Authority of Ijebu and under the enlightened and progressive guidance of
the present ruler the administration has achieved a considerable advance
since he assumed office in 1933. In the early days of British rule IjebuRemo was administered from Lagos as part of the Colony but was embodied
in the Ijebu Native Administration in 1916. On April 1st, 1938, a separate
Native Administration was established for this area and the Native Authority
is a council under the Presidency of the Akarigbo.
Thus, although in numbers and size Ijebu is one of the smallest Provinces in Nigeria, the progressive nature of its people has brought it to the
fore and it seems probable that the Ijebus will play an important part in
the economic and political development of Yoruba land.

An article In
No. 12 issue of
"Nigeria" des cribed a method
of constructing
pise block windowarches. Miss
S . P . Lantz, of
the Mission
House, Jebba
Island, has discovered another
use for the arch
construction
as
applied to the
making of the
excellent baker's
oven shown in
this illustration .
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marked tendency to deteriorate. A majority find their way into the stewpot, it being thought more fitting to improve the stew of the present owners
rather than the poultry runs of future generations.
The sheep are never shorn, .as how to do it remains a mystery, nor
would the wool ~e of any valu~ If the~ were. At night,. the sheep, goats
and fowls sleep III the unventIlated kItchen or room WIth the wife and
children. Some of the Ibos dye their chickens a bright colour in order
that any straying may be easily recognised and theft be prevented.
The work on the farm is very hard. To grow food sufficient for one
family for a year requires much effort, and if a man can also make a little
money by selling some of his surplus produce,. he is more than content.

Anyone travelling about the Southern Provinces of Nigeria cannot fail to be impressed
the xmprovements takmg place m house construction . This delightful little home
m the Ikot -Ekpene district does credit to its African owner. It is spacious, airy and
unostentatwus. The space around should provide an excellent opportunity for making
a lawn, planting shrubs and laying out flower beds.
~y

HOW THE PRIMITIVE IBO MAN LIVES
HIS LIFE
By

GABRIEL

W. E.

OBl

St. Patrick's R .e.M. School, Enugu

T

HE simple life in its most simple form is the life lived by the Ibo
who has not as yet come into contact with European civilization.
He builds his house from the raw materials to hand, digging the clay
for the walls from the ground close by, and cutting the poles and rafters
for the roof from the nearest forest or bush country. His sole furniture
is a mat of plaited grass or a roughly-carved wooden stool. His cups and
basins are the gourds on his farm, dried and cut in halves, the lower half
being used for the dish or basin and the small and upper half for the cover,
for the Ibo does not like a cold meal.
Food is plentiful, for the yam, corn and cassava, which form his principal diet, grow with but little trouble after preparation of the ground, and
the palm oil, so essential as a relish, is obtained from the fruit of the palm
tree which grows so freely in his country. Should he wish to drink something
other than cold water, he can easily obtain wine from the juice which bubbles
out of the palm tree top, fresh, and tasting not unlike lemonade in the
morning, and fermenting towards evening, after having been exposed to
.
the heat of the sun.
The goats, sheep, pigs and fowls share with the Ibo man his small
room, verandah and yard during the day-time, or wander at will in the
streets of the town, feeding on what refuse and rubbish they may find
palatable. Needless to say, some are lean. Ibo fowls are proverbially
small as their meals of corn are scanty and irregular. They belong to the
mongrel type. Efforts have been made from time to time by some able
men to introduce English breeds, but with varying success, as there is a

In an Ibo village at Agulu, Onitsha Province.

As for pleasures-what can a man need more than plenty to eat and time
t~ sleep when he wishes to do so. In the cool of the day, he will sit outside
hIS compound on a log or among the great roots of a tree and talk with his
companions. The younger lads will play a game, which is watched with
great interest by their elders. The boys sometimes do a little wrestling.
The Ibo is fond of smoking and wastes much money on this. He
as well as his wife, chews tobacco when ground and powdered.
'
The men mostly sleep on the verandah, one or more stretched out .o n
a mat spread on Ihe floor. On moonlight nights, they sleep in the open
yard. Each man has his cloth pulled well over head and feet, and some
of the more luxurious have pillows.
In the e~rly dawn he sits up, stretches and yawns, wraps his cloth
more convemently round his body, and seeks his chew-stick. Almost
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every Ibo is to be seen in the early morning with a bit of this "Ato," as
it is called, stuck in the corner of his mouth. He does not need to perform
this operation in the privacy of his own apartment, so without wasting
further time on his toilet, he considers his visiting list. If there is a visit
of condolence or congratulation to be paid, he sets off at once to pay it
from 5.30 to 7.30 a.m., this being the fashionable hour for morning calls.
As a rule, refreshments in the form of kola nuts or food are handed to the
VlSltor. The kola nuts he breaks and nibbles, sharing at least one with
his host and others present.
Baths are taken in the open air behind the shelter of a low mud wall,
or sometimes with no wall. A wisp of dry fibre is used for a sponge with
native soap made of wood ash and palm oil. Water stands handy in an
earthen pot and is dipped out with a small calabash, and thrown over head
and shoulders until the lather of soap has been washed off. Hands are
used in lieu of a towel to squeeze the moisture from face and limbs, garments
are donned,. and the toilet is complete. It is not necessary to take a bath
every mormng.
Meals may be taken on the verandah. Generally the master of the
house signifies Ihat he is ready to eat. He sits himself on his stool until
his wife brings the food she has prepared, and waiting at his side exhibits
it for his approval. Should the food be badly prepared, he does little
more than grunt and the wife generally remains with manifest anxiety on
her face. The husband eats or murmurs-the wife pleads or begs. After
the meal the remains are shared among his curious children, who would
then wipe the earthen pot with their fingers instead of washing it.

Mr . J. A . Maybin,
C.M.G., late Chief
Secretary to the
Government of
Nigeria, standing
beside a large tarpon
that he caught with
a hook and line in
Lagos Harbour just
before he left Nigeria
to become Governor
ofNorthern Rhodesia

A NOTE ON SEA FISHING AT LAGOS
By "GIB"

T

EN years ago big game fishing at Lagos was a little-known sport.
Occasionally one saw a small dug-out canoe with a most unreliable
. outboard engine clamped on its stern zigczagging across the lagoon
with a European at the helm and another, complete with rod, line and a
miscellaneous assortment of tackle, anxiously waiting for a "strike." Or,
if one took an afternoon walk along the east mole, one might see an enthusiast "spinning" with a mullet in the hope of getting into something really
big. Now and again he did, but the fish usually won: a mad dive to the
bottom on feeling the hook, and the line became entangled in the huge
granite blocks of the mole. There was only one thing to do-cut the line
and .try again and reconcile oneself to the fact that another ten shillings'
worth of tackle had been lost !

A flower head of a bright red Ixora. Ixoras are beautiful evergreen
flowering shrubs easily propagated from seeds or cuttings. A red
variety is often seen in Nigerian gardens, but in recent years others
have been introduced and some Lagos gardens now contain yellow,
white and orange Ixoras.
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But the sport caught on and to-day one may see as many as twelve
smart-looking dinghies, each complete with a now reliable outboard engine,
steered by a steward or garden boy, as keen at the game as his master, who
always hopes to get a "record" fish.
And what may one hope to get? There are the barracuta, rock perch,
bonito, grouper, jack, shark and that grand fighter, the tarpon. There are
assur.edly others beyond the bar but they must wait till such time as oceangoing "cabin cruisers" are available to take the big game fisherman well
4
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Smaller barracuta put up a better fight, somewhat similar to that of the
salmon, or the tiger fish of our Nigerian rivers. The rock perch is difficult.
It is found only near the moles and when hooked, dives for its hole, and if
once it gets there the angler may just as well cut his line or the rocks will
do it for him. But if brought out from the mole one can be sure of good
fight, as a big perch must be well and truly killed before it is brought to
the gaff.
The jack and grouper employ similar tactics- they dive to the bottom
and stay there, and when eventually they are in the boat, after hours of
"pumping", the angler has usually,had enough and is quite prepated to hand
over his rod, or pack up for the day. This, of course, applies only to the
big fellows.
The shark is a stern fighter, but he is rarely hooked . It takes line,
and more line, and however careful one may be, often gets away by turning
on the line and snapping it.
The tarpon is, undoubtedly, the most gallant fighter of all deep sea
fish and the most difficult to get. The one aim of all Lagos anglers is to
kill a tarpon, but the prize is secured by very few . M any are touched but
there are few vulnerable spots which the hook can penetrate in the tarpon's
mouth of solid bone. But if the hook does connect then the angler can
settle down to a fight which may last for three hours. As soon as the tarpon
feels the hook it leaps frOlIi the water to a height of some ten feet and shakes
its head violently in an endeavour to free itself, and on nine occasions out
of ten it is successful. But if the hook has been driven home the leap is
followed by a run which may take out 200 yards or more of line. The
tarpon often leaps a dozen times and takes out as much as 300 yards of line.
When eventually it is brought alongside the gaffing is no easy matter, as
each scale of a 100 pounder is about four inches in diameter.

A Grouper caught
with line and hook
in Lagos Harbour.
When hooked this
fish does not dash
about making wild
leaps from the water,
but goes to the
bottom and starts a
tug-of-war with its
It has a
captor.
very large mouth,
small almost insignificant teeth and
remarkable gill
development .

This sketchy note may give an idea of the thrills ~hich the Lagos
angler experiences. Blank days are numerous, but a "good 'un" now and
again is ample compensation for the patience (very necessary!) exercised.

The bait used for tarpon fishing. The
hook attached to a fine but very strong
steel'wire (which in turn is attached to a
24-thread line), is weighted and dressed
with white feathers.

out to sea. Unfortunately, L~gos ~oes
not yet possess its Anglers SocIety
and records of catches are not, the!efore, available, but fish of the followmg
weights are known to have b~en
caught by rod. and li~e (ha,~d-lme
fishing is consIdered taboo as a
sport): Barracuta, 66 lbs.; . s~ark,
10 5 lbs.; grouper, lIO lbs. ,_ pck,
42 lbs.; perch, 79 lbs.; tarpon,
qo t lbs. (20 lbs. below the world
reco"rd on light tackle).
The fighting qualities of these
fish vary considerably. A large barracuta mav take out from 50 to 75 yards
of line ~ith its first rush, then, whe~
half of this has been recovered: It
will be off again. But it soon tlres ,
and is easily brought to the gaff.
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A Barracuta caught in Lagos Harbour.
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WHAT IS THAT TREE?
By A. J.

CARPENTER

A

T RA VELLER through any country will sooner or later ask the
question: "What is that tree?" His attention will have been drawn
either by its unusual appearance or its frequent occurrence. In
travelling through Southern Nigeria there are several trees of which such a
question might be asked, and it also happens that among them are some of
the most useful trees the country possesses.
As a ship approaches a Nigerian port, Lagos, Warri, Port Harcourt
or Calabar, the enquiring passenger will lean on the rails and watch the land
drawing nearer and nearer. The ship may, as in approaching Port Harcourt,
come so close to land that the individual leaves and branches of the trees
are clearly seen and those trees will form a continuous almost unbroken
line on the bank. They are the mangrove trees and their dark leaves and
maze of branches hiding an impenetrable darkness make the shore look
dismal and forbidding.
The Red Mangrove (Rhizophora racemosa) is a small shrubby tree
from whose reddish coloured branches supporting roots arch out into the
mud. These supporting or "prop" roots form a dense mass and a single
tree spreads over so large an area that it is impossible to tell where one
begins and another ends. Conspicuous objects floating in lagoon water
are their long green cylindrical fruits which when they come to rest on a
muddy bank develop roots.
The White Mangroves (Languncularia racemosa and Avicennia nitida)
are larger than the Red Mangroves and sometimes grow to a height of 40
feet; they have an easily distinguished trunk with a whitish bark and at
the base of the trunk grow out many prop roots. In the mud round about
are many breathing roots which protrude above the surface and absorb
oxygen for those underground parts growing in the waterlogged soil.
The bark of both Red and White Mangroves is used for tanning leather
and contains about 50% of a substance, tannin, which has the property of
turning it into leather and making the fibres of skin more resistant to wear
and decay. The mangrove is the cheapest and most plentiful supply of
tannin, and in the East Indies is much exploited.
The timber of mangrove trees has many uses and being hard and very
resistant to water and damp-rot is used for building purposes, railway sleepers
and pit props, also as firewood, while from the ashes salt can be prepared.
As one travels inland by rail or car the Oil Palm tree is seen everywhere,
sometimes singly here and there but more frequently in colonies. The
straight tall tru-n k up to 60 feet high and surmounted by the crown of fronds
is unmistakable and is by far the most useful to the southern peoples.
The male and female flowers grow in separate bunches at the base of
the fronds and from the females develop bunches of orange-red fruits
which are the source of the palm oil. The fruit consists of an outer fibrous
fleshy pericarp covering a shell which encloses the kernel or seed. Th~
oil is obtained from the pericarp and the kernel and about IQ lbs. of oil
'or one-third of an empty kerosene tin are got annually from a wild tree if
the crude local methods are employed. Here and there may be seen plantations, and from such cultivated trees twice as much oil can be obtained,
if modern scientific methods of extraction are used. On the export of
palm oil and palm kernels depends most of the ~onetary wealth of South.ern
Nigeria. In Europe it is used for making marganne,. soap, candle.s, glycenne,
oil paints and machine lubricants. Not all the oil _extracted IS. exp?rted,
much is used locally as an edible oil. Other uses of It are as an l11ummant,
furniture polish and a skin pomade. The residue left after the oil has been

extracted is a valuable cattle food, while the broken shells can be used for
surfacing roads and making charcoal.
The oil palm has many other minor uses, the fronds are used for thatching and making shelters, while the trunk is sometimes tapped for palm
wine, but this reduces the yield of oil and may even kill the tree. Occasionally trees have to be cut down and then the young terminal bud or "cabbage"
is removed and is considered a great delicacy. The author has on occasion
eaten palm "cabbage" and found it a very good dish.
In swampy ground near rivers is often seen a tree somewhat similar
to the oil palm, the wine palm, and it, too, in its own way is as dear to the
heart or rather palate of the Southern Nigerian.
The Wine Palm (Raphia vinifera) has a shorter stem than the oil palm,
much longer fronds and the top of the stem is swathed in fibres. It is
rarely seen singly but usually in dense clumps. Its chief value is in the
production of palm wine or "tombo," which is obtained by cutting the
base of the inflorescence and collecting the exuding juice in a bottle. When
fresh, "tombo" is a very nutritious drink and is advocated for school children,
but after two or three days' fermentation it is only a strong man's drink!
The midribs of the fronds are used for house rafters and from their bases
is obtained piassava fibre used in making brushes. Raffia, used in basketwork and mats, is obtained by stripping the skin or "cuticle" off the leaflets.
Further inland another palm appears here and there and its height of
80 feet towering above the surrounding bush makes it very conspicuous.
The Palmyra or Fan Palm (Borassus fiabelllfer) only grows here and there
in Southern Nigeria, but in Northern Nigeria it is a very common tree.
It immediately catches the eye because of its unusual fan-shaped leaves
and the one or more curious bulges which appear on the stem. Its uses
are multitudinous, making it almost indispensable to any village of Northern
Nigeria_ The large, yellow, oval fruits are only found on some of the trees,
for the male and female flowers are borne separately, they have a fleshy
edible pulp and a hard kernel which is a "vegetable ivory" and used for
making buttons and beads. The germinated seeds are edible and commonly
cultivated for this special purpose. A drink like palm wine is also obtained
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White Mangroves growing along the edge of a lagoon. They sometimes grow to a
height of 40 feet. The trunks are whitish; many prop roots develop near the base.
(Photograph by Sir Bernard Bourdillon.)

from it, and in India and
Ceylon it is extensively cultivated for this express purpose, the drink heing called
"arrack."
The leaves are
used for making mats and
hats and the fibres from their
bases go to make brushes.
The wood of the old trees is
very durable and being apparently immune to attack by ants
is much used in building.
The traveller by car
through the Ibo country
passes through many small
villages and he will certainly
remark on the enormous trees
which border the marketplaces. They are almost certainly Silk-Cotton trees and
in any case can be easily
distinguished by the large
flank-like ridges at the base
of the trunk and by the
branches which at first grow
horizontally. There are two
kinds, a red-flowering kind
(Bombax buonoJozense) and a
white-flowering (Ceiba penThe Red Silktandra).
Cotton tree frequently has
large thorns on the trunks
of the young trees and on
the branches; these thorns,
which may be three inches
long, are used in making
miniature carvings.
Silkcotton trees come into flower
at the beginning of the dry
season and the large waxy
flowers of the red kind are a
beautiful sight. The fruits,
black pods, mature at the
A Palmyra or Fan Palm (Borassus flabellifer)
end of the dry season and
growing at Kaduna. It provides food, "vegetable
ivory," wine, material for hats, mats and brushes and
contain a delicate white floss,
termite-resisting timber for house construction . kapok.
In the East Indies
the silk-cotton tree is specially
cultivated for the production of kapok, and many thousands of tons are
exported. Kapok is used for stuffing mattresses, pillows and lifebelts and
is of particular value in the latter case as it is seven times more buoyant
than cork. The wood is white, very light and easy to work, and is sometimes
used in carving cheap figures. Although the wood does not burn well,
much is burnt for the ash which is used in village soap making. These
large cotton trees are unsafe because, having very shallow roots, they are
easily blown down in stormy weather with disastrous results to the village.
However, it's an ill wind that blows nobody any good, for the fallen tree
trunk will serve as a comfortable seat.
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AFRICAN SCOUTS I N CAM P

Two Lagos scouts
in camp at Ikeja .
Arranging the
plates and dishes
after washing up
the breakfast things

Inspecting some of
the food supplies,
bananas, paw-paw,
oranges and sugar
cane, at the scout
camp at Ikeja,
near Lagos.

QUALITIES OF AFRICAN FOLKLORE
By E. A. ADEwA
Omu School, Ilorin Province

I

T was an inborn desire to use leisure to advantage which gave rise to
the formation of tales and fables all over the world before ever t~ere
were books and newspapers. For generations our ancestors have given
folklore a particularly prominent place in their everyday life. Our fathers,
viewing life as a tale which must have a pleasant ending, "after duties well
performed and days well spent," delighted to spend the evening of their
lives listening to the riddles of the younger generation, re-telling to them
the traditional tales of our people.

Even to-day, in almost all African homes, story-telling holds an honoured
place and is the pleasantest way of rounding off the day's routine. We
cannot but ask ourselves what has been the result of this widespread habit
.of our people.
. To answer this question we must consider the form of this story-telling
habit as it exists to-day. Order is the first law of life and our forefathers
did not fail to follow this in their custom of telling stories. There was
order in it. A close examination and study of African folklore will reveal
the fact that there are three distinct stages, of which two were mainly designed
for children.
In the evening, more especially at full-moon time, men and women, boys
and girls, congregate in a spacious verandah and the first. step takes. the
form of riddles. Usually the answers to the propounded nddles are given
by children because the older ones know nearly all the answers or could
guess them rightly. The importance of these riddles is of educational
value for ' children. Here are some examples: "There are two sons born of
the same mother, they want to go to farm, but each of them refuses either
to lead or keep back." What is it ?-Feet. "A thin long whip touches
both the sky and earth." What is it ?-Rain. "I am asked to bring it
and I do so, but to put it back in its former place is impossible." What is it ?
-A single hair.
There are hundreds of riddles such as these which are designed to
teach boys and girls to observe the objects in their immediate surroundings.
Then children often go about noticing the characteristics of certain objects
in preparation for solving riddles. Observant children sometimes form
their own riddles in order to know who can guess the object of their observation. It is noteworthy that most of the clues provided by girls are things
that are common in town; likewise boys who go to the farms make use of
things which they see there in their riddles. Here is one, for example:
"I send one arrow to the top of a tree where it becomes hundreds and
thousands." What is it ?-Awuje (a certain kind of climber bean).

It is a strict rule that he who repeats a riddle that has once been solved
must frame seven other different ones in payment for such a slip. So
everybody must be on the watch to avoid falling into the mistake and must
attend carefully all the time. It is well also to remember that these riddles,
besides increasing children's love of observation and thinking, also develop
the power of imagination.
The telling of simple tales is the second stage, but a song is usually
sung by all before relating these simple and short tales. Then children are
allowed to expound the tales they know. Simply because children are
naturally imaginative, the sort of tales that are usually heard from them are
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no more than childish reasons for the actions and cries of certain animals, e.g.,
why the cock crows, why the frog croaks, why the goat stamps the ground,
and so on. These indirectly teach children to study which animals act in
this or that way. Under this section, as in the preliminary stage, children
are tempted to study the actions and cries of the animals mentioned at
"tale time" and thereby know more about these than they would otherwise
have been able at such an
age if they were taught
directly. The danger is
that they may not pass
this stage and that they
may continue to accept
the childish explanations
long after they have
ceased to be children.
When the boys and
girls have thus played
their parts, their elders,
the men and women,
step in to contribute
their own tales. While
such tales as are related
by children are primarily
suitable for them, so also
the ones told by grownups are fit for them. The
adults tell tales that are
comparatively longer.
Their tales are told to
reveal the merits and
abuses that may be found
in certain ways of human
behaviour. Nearly all are
designed to teach commonsense, to show also
how man should live to
attain nobility.
Some
teach that honesty is the
best policy and the only
means by which man
reinforces his personal
dignity, and that pride
destroys both body and
soul. Many, when re- Close-up view of a Yorubafigure study on a carved post
lated, move us to feel at Akure. The complete post of which this figure forms
pity for our fellow men
part is shown in an illustration on page 249 .
in general and especially
for those who experience the adverse hand of fortune. There are examples
which show that man is happy only when he has an unbroken thread of
sympathy with the doings of the community in which he lives. Many,
again, teach that the chief thing that makes man fit for the heavenly life is
to act in accordance with the Golden Rule.
The importance of African folklore lies in the fact that the tales can
rightly be called the Builders of African character, for they were the medium
through which our forefathers imparted to their descendants honesty,
loyalty and all other traditional qualities so .characteristic of Africans for
generations.
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CONVERSATION

BEAUTIFUL SHRUBS FOR NIGERIAN GARDENS

between an Agricultural Officer and a Farmer
By A. V. GIBBERD

A

GRICULTURAL OFFICER: Good morning. I hope your family is well.
FARMER: I thank you, they are in good health.
A.O.: Do you know who I am?
FARMER: Yes, you are the white man from Government Farm. I have
heard that you are here to help farmers.
A.O.: That is so. The Agricultural Department is anxious to help
farmers in every way possible.
FARMER: How much do we have to pay for your assistance?
A.O.: You are not required to pay anything to me, nor may you make
any presents to my assistants. We are paid by Government and it is our
duty to assist farmers free of charge. This is one of the services which
Government provides for farmers in return for the tax which you pay.
FARMER: I should like you to help me. The money which we receive
for our cocoa and palm oil is not sufficient for all the trouble we have to
take in cultivating our farms. We cannot pay our labourers and I want
you to assist me to increase the price.
A.O.: I do not trade in cocoa and palm oil and I have no power to
do that.
FARMER: If you explain our condition to the buyers they will pay us
more money.
A.O.: That is not so, because even the buyers themselves are unable
to increase the price.
FARMER: How can that be so ?
A.O.: I will try to explain by taking the kola trade as an example.
Can you remember how much money you received for your kola nuts ten
years ago?
FARMER: Yes; the price was very good then. Sometimes we received
as much as 10S. for 200 nuts.
A.O.: And to-day for the same quantity you only receive 9d . ?
FARMER: That is so.
A.O.: There can be few other farm crops which have fallen so much
in value and yet the buyers are not responsible. Do you know what happens
to your kolas after you have sold them ?
FARMER: The Hausas take them to their country to sell to their people.
A.O.: Now ten years ago kolas were scarce because not many farmers
were growing this crop on their farms, and the Hausas could not buy as
much as they wanted, with the result that the price was high. Since that
time many farmers have taken up kola cultivation and to-day there is much
more produced. You know that when farm produce is plentiful it is not
worth so much money.
FARMER: It is the same with all things, even our yams are worth very
little money when they are plentiful in the market.
A.O.: It is only because the price of kola nuts has fallen that all farmers
are able to sell their kola crops at all. If the Hausa buyers paid the old
price of lOS. for 200 nuts they would be obliged to sell at a higher price
in order to avoid making a loss on the transaction. As their countrymen,
like yourselves, have very little money to spend, they can only afford to
buy all your kola provided it is sold at low prices. If they were forced to
pay higher prices because your selling price was increased they would be
obliged to buy much less and many farmers would be unable to sell their
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Right : A branch of Duranta
plumieri laden with waxy
yellow berries. The flowers of
this Duranta are a delicate
mauve ; another variety has
white flow ers. Every garden
should contain this shrub . it
is easily grown from seed 'removed from crushed berries and
makes a very pretty hedge.

Above: Quisqualis Indica . According to Kathleen Gough
autho~ of ':A Garden Book for Malaya," when this plant
was fIrst dIscovered it was unc~rtain to what class or genus
It belonged.
For thIS reason tt was named quis (who) and
q~ahs (what kmd) .
The flowers change from white to rose
pmk. It can be grown as a climber or as a shrub and is
ea~ily propagated from cuttings or suckers.
It is growing
wtld at the statIOn end of Aro Railway Bridge, Abeokuta,
and has even spread to the farms . In the garden it can be
cut back and kept compact.
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for their benefit, I ~hink. yo,: will agree that the imposition of a small charge
to cover expenses IS qUIte Justified.
FARMER: It is no~ bad, but can I not grow my own plants and save
myself the cost of havmg. to purchase from the nursery ?
~.O.: The process IS somewhat laborious, but provided you exercisa
sufficient
.t
Id care I can see no reason . why you should not do so . I suggest~ wou
save you a great deal ?f time and money if you dug up seedlin s
m the bush and planted those mstead.
g
FARMER: But surely the plants which you supply will be better than
bush plants.
A:O.: ~ert~inly; we take special care to propagate seedlings which
we thmk will give the best results; nevertheless there are many ver
successful plantations established from bush seedli~gs.
y
FARMER: I prefer to buy from the Native Administration nursery and
I want you to ~eep plants for . me by the time the rain is plentiful.
A.O.: I will do so, and m the meantime my assistant will visit your
farm .and mark 0':1t the plantation and show you how to dig holes in preparatIOn for plantmg.
.FARMER: That is ~ood.
~ wish to thank you for all your trouble in
~ommg to my farm thiS mornmg and explaining these things to me.
It
IS our custo~ when anyone helps us in our difficulties to make them a
present. I wI~h you t? take this chicken for your wife.
A.O.: It IS most kmd of you and I thank you very much, but I cannot
accept any present. I~ I do so, other farmers might get the impression
that althoug~, the ,~ervlces o.f the Agricultur~l Department are free it is
n~cessary to dash the Agncultural Officer If he visits your farm. This
might prevent small farmers from coming forward for assistance and that
would. defeat the aim of the Agricultural Department as we wish farmers
to realIze that our services are always at their disposal free of all obligation.

crops at all. However, we are getting involved in complicated matters with
which the Agricultural Department is not immediately concerned. The
main purpose of the Department is to assist farmers to improve their farms
in order that they may get better returns for their labour.
FARMER: I should like you to tell me what crops I can plant in order
to do that.
A.O.: Are you making palm oil on your farm?
FARMER: Yes.
A.O.: Then I suggest you plant oil palms.
FARMER: But they are already growing on my farm .
A.O.: I know that, I can see your trees; nevertheless, if you are
making palm oil I am sure it would be profitable for you to plant palms.
FARMER: I cannot see what advantage that would be.
A.O. : . I will explain. Your palm trees are mostly old. They have
grown very tall and they are scattered about your farm. You have to pay
a labourer to climb them to harvest the fruit and he has to carry the bunches
long distances to your compound. In addition, many of your trees are giving
very poor yields. Now if you make a plantation of palms on your farm
the trees will be properly spaced and cared for. They should commence
to bear about four years after planting and within a few years they will be
giving you much higher yields than the wild trees from which YQU are
collecting fruit at present. In addition, you will be able to harvest the
bunches without climbing the trees.
FARMER: Why is that?
A.O.: The trees in a plantation are not forced upwards rapidly like
the wild palms which have to compete in their early years with the surrounding bush. They grow upwards very slowly and develop a better girth than
wild uncultivated palms. This is an important point as more space is
provided for fruit development. Moreover, your expenses in harvesting
and collecting the bunches will be much less since all the trees will be growirig
in one place and your labourers will not waste time walking long distances
looking for bunches to harvest and carrying them back to your compound.
I think you will agree that if you are able to obtain a much higher yield of
palm fruit per acre at a much lower cost it will be a considerable advantage
to you.
FARMER: That certainly would seem to be the case, but where can I
get the palm trees for planting, and who will show me how to make the
plantation in the manner you suggest?
A.O.: At Ogba village there is a palm nursery where we cultivate
palm seedlings for sale to farmers at id. each. My assistant here will visit
your farm and assist you to plant the seedlings in the best way.
FARMER: You told me just now that there was no charge for assistance
by the Agricultural Department; why do you say that I must pay for the
seedlings?
A.O.: I am glad you have questioned this point because I should have
made my original statement more clear. It is only the services of th€
Agricultural Department which are available free of charge, and it has
always been customary to make a charge sufficient to cover the cost of plants
or any other farming material supplied to farmers. In this particular
instance, the cost of raising palm seedlings is defrayed by your Native
Administration and we consider it is only reasonable that they should be
reimbursed for the assistance they provide in maintaining the expenses of
the nursery. No charge is made for the assistance which will be given in
marking out your farm or for the frequent visits which will be made by
my assistant who will advise you in the care and management of your plantation. In view of the special arrangements which have to be made to
meet farmers' requirements in respect of any planting material propagated

~ vir; of the Niger lookin,~ South, do~n stream, from the top of Mount Patti, Lokoja.
b t t zs pomt, 240 mzles mland, the rzver zs about a mile wide and readily navigable
y stern wheel paddle steamers. Mount Patti is 1,349 ft, high and the motorist or
i>edestrzan makzng the Journey to. the top zs rewarded with a magnificent view of the
junctzon of the Benue, and the Nzger and of the surroundin~ country. Many baboons
lwe m the thzck bush on the mountain side.
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definit~ milestone in the history of administrato~s and administered, one
~hat Will lI:ndo~btedly be followed by a world rapidly realizing the value of

Decorative gate posts at Owo Government School, Ondo Province. These posts and
figw'es, designed by Mr. J . D. Akeredolu,were made of clay and rendered waterproof
zvtth a coatmg of cement.

THE MARKETING OF ART PRODUCTS

How France and Belgium assist their African
Craftsmen
By

MARIA CHABOT

Former Production Adviser, U.S.A. Indian Arts and Crafts Board

A

FEW hundred yards from the Eiffel Tower in the heart of Paris
rises the most modern museum in the world-the new Trocadero.
With great curved halls, hundreds of hermetically-.se.a~ed. cases,
libraries and laboratories, France pays fitting homage to the ClvlhzatlOns of
Africa.
This is no tomb of dusty relics, rich though it is in ancient art; it is
the living record of living people. Within sound of the busy boulevards
one can examine the carved calabashes made by the Hausas of ~ orth~rn
Nigeria, study the designs ?n their .boots and costumes, be carned with
statistics and photographs mto their country. As F~ance presents the
Hausas so it presents all the peoples of modern Afnca. Copper work
from the French Cameroons, bronze heads of the Bini, the six- foot- squ~re
carved wooden door of a Bamil6k6 chief, the loose-warp loom on which
some Bat6k6 native has left off weaving a piece of raffia . . . household
~~~b~~

.

The new Mus6e d'Ethnographie du Trocadero r~p~esents tireless p~an
ning, great labour, unstinted budgets .. Afr~ca~s, ~sJatlC~, and t~e Indians
of America may well be proud of this bUlldmg III Pans, for It marks a
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Its own diversity.
The old 1878 Trocadero, flower of all ethnographical museums spread
her seed long ago throughout the French Colonies. In French Ind~ China
the museum at Pnom Pehm, with its student silversmiths, is the delight
of travellers. The French have a remarkable facility for using their museums
literally. turning them into workshops, schoolrooms, and even sales shops:
In Tums there are two French Government museums-one housed in the
ancient Palace of the Bey. Here the oldest and finest of costumes, household goods, metalwork, pottery and weaving embellish the palace much as
it must formerly have been. The Museum is a veritable storehouse of
history, but much more practical than that. It is to-day's supply centre
for all the arts and crafts training points of the country. M. J ules Paoli,
in charge of the collection, supplies from it the articles that go to the
Government Atelier for reproduction.
This central atelier (and here is the whole secret of the French success
with North African arts and crafts) has its fingers on two pulses at once:
that fine complex network of craftsmen spread over mountains and desert
who supply, and that equally complex, far less flexible network--the metropolitan market that consumes. This central atelier is the second museum,
housed in the palace of a prince. Here you can walk over deep-pile Oriental
carpets, feel the texture of hand-woven silks, pick up a piece of blue ceramic
ware, tap it, and most surprising of all, discover that it has a price. For
this museum is the sales shop for the forty-one arts and crafts schools
located all over Tunisia.
If you are lucky you will have M. Jacques Revault, Inspecteur des
Arts Indigenes, accompany you on your tour of the palace. He will explain
to you that the Ktifa is traditional to Sfax, the Klim to Karouan, that this
colour of red with black is peculiar to Tozeur. You will note yourself that
certain districts specialize in certain shapes of pottery, others follow traditional weaving techniques, border designs, limited colours. The whole
of Tunisia is spread out before you in wonderful and diverse array; yet
beneath it all are the guide lines of a strong merchandising programme so
carefully regulated as to give each town, each school its particular duties.
There is no competition; there is no break in the net. Young craftsmen
grow up to respect and follow the carefully-defined designs of their neighbourhood. While rigidly planning the production of each district, the
French have as rigidly adhered to the traditions of that district. They
have chosen what crafts they believe profitable on a European market and
they have bent every effort toward their encouragement.
Should you be taken behind the scenes of the Prince's palace, up the
stairs toward the faint clicking of a typewriter, you will find yourself in a
very busy and efficient office. File cases, cupboards, portfolios of full-size
designs, marked Nabeul, Djerba, EI-Hamma. Oases and seaports, towns and
cities of Tunisia, systematically unfold before you their rich past and equally
excellent present, in all the designs of their crafts. This is the distributing
office. When a school in the Sahara wants to weave a carpet, the teacher
and students do not sit down with a pile of variously-coloured wools and
begin to follow their fancy, or even their memory of something past; they
apply to the central atelier. This office, from its research files, sends the
school a sheaf of reproductions with carefully delineated proportions and
colours. Even the wool may be sent-dyed in the correct and ancient
colours by a French dyer in a Government laboratory.
This, one argues, allows very little freedom to the craftsman. But
French economy believes that only thus can the craftsman's hand be trained,
and his eye and heart led back to the unerring good taste of his ancestors.
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Yoruba calabashes from 9Y9 illustrate feeling for material
and design. All the patterns are well adapted for cutting with
a sharp knife in the crisp but soft gourd. The plain band
round the right-hand calabash enriches the pattern and relieves
it from ' monotony.

descend" all too quickly into souvenirs and shoddy: the low-priced tourist
trash, produced in quantity without affection or art. The French steer
clear of this easiest and most undependable market like the plague. They
are producing articles of beauty and utility, to be chosen by careful purchasers
who find in them that pleasure which is, finally, both lasting and economical.

A wayside scene on the Ibadan-9Y9 road. Yoruba women carrying calabashes to market.
At 9Y9 the calabashes are converted into beautifully-carved food containers. (See
next page.)

Once the hand is trained, and the student is out of school, his imagination
can proceed from that sound foundation to whatever heights it is capable
of reaching. Several points are obvious: that the children enjoy the work
in school, that the French have succeeded in outlawing the flagrant use of
cheap aniline dyes, that the carpets produced find a ready market, and,
above all, that the carpets are not French.
Most difficult of all the problems facing every worker interested in
promoting arts and crafts, is the successful use of old designs on new articles
serving a new use- -often in a distant market. Undoubtedly, the four
French Government artists employed to reproduce the proportions and
colour of ancient Tunisian crafts, are learning the lesson of the trained
hand and the trained eye. As their duties evolve into the perilous regions
of "adaptation"- the modern luncheon cloth and all its sisters-they will
carry with their unerring good taste a sense of the ancient proportion, the
ancient way of spacing design and colour.
Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco are singularly free of that blight of
hybrid articles which, from the white man's brain and the dark man's hand,
2I8

Let us look at an Arab weaving centre under the Controle Fran<;ais.
The sacred city of Karouan has 5,000 weavers making approximately 15,000
rugs a year. Of this number 9,606 received the Government certificate of
approval in 1937 and 2,019 were rejected. The certificate of approval,
sewed on the carpet, means that it can leave Tunisia and enter France
duty free, a great advantage over its unstamped hybrid brother. The
weaver pays a tax of one franc per square metre for the stamp, which defrays
the cost of the bureau, its chief M. Martel, and his two assistants. The
weaver must present, with his rug, a certificate from the dyer, stating that
officially-approved dyes have been used: Thus, the French Government
can guarantee to the potential buyer that the colour is fast: another
merchandising point!
On the walls of the stamping office are large rug patterns-a veritable
library for all passing weavers to see what the office approves. M. Marte!
chooses rugs for stamping on the rightness of design, colour, quality, weight,
mostly on his own taste and his thorough education in the designs of the
district. Once again one can freely say the Klim and Mergoum and
Alloucha of Karouan are not French.
.'\. co-operative marketing organization has recently been formed. The
weavers receive materials on credit. When their work is finished, they are
paid for the article, material costs are deducted, and the carpet is taken
to Paris showrooms where it is displayed and sold. At the end of the
year, after running expenses have been paid, profits are divided among the
5
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weavers in proportion to the amount of work they have contributed during
the year. This is the outcome of several experiments in co-operation by
the French.
The French in North Africa started their arts and crafts programme
by a thorough "clean up" of the schools. Poor taste and unwise production
were curtailed. Teachers received a year of intensive training in the designs
of the district they would enter. Their programme was definite, their
duties clearly understood. To-day the French schools are demonstration
centres to outside craftsmen of what excellence can be attained and what
price received for beautiful work well done. It is no problem to sell these
traditional Arab embroideries and weavings, this copperwork and pottery.
Boys, while learning, can make as much as a hundred francs a month in a
copper school in Algeria. Arab girls come to school wearing silk head
scarfs, embroidered in the old designs they have discovered in class. They
are pretty young things in long silk skirts with brightly-coloured blouses,
silver anklets and bracelets, quite capable of making their living with their
needles.
Belgium, likewise, feels the need of bringing before the Western world
the arts and crafts of its African peoples. The Colonial Office of Belgium
has in its ranks a Commission for the Protection of Indigenous Arts and
Crafts which publishes a very fine magazine, "Artes Africanae," organizes
expositions in the Palais des Beaux Arts at Brussels, and states, in the words
of its Secretary, Monsieur G. D. Perier, the attitude of the Government:
"Far from directly intervening, the European should awaken in natives,
young and old, the conscience of their latent aptitudes." In schools of the
Belgian Congo the children are studying their own designs.

A Lime Hedge . Most gardeners are sooner or later faced with the problem of growing
a hedge. Limes have been used to form this fine hedge at the old Government Lodge,
Kaduna. Careful trimming has produced a thick evergreen, almost impenetrable
hedge about 5 feet high and 4 feet wide.
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THE COWRY SHELL:
A Study of its History and Use in Nigeria
By DR. M. D. W. JEFFREYS

M

ANY subjects interest me and occupy my time and must form the
basis of a confession ~s t~e excuse for not h~ving written this article
before. The confessIOn IS that I have only Just become a subscriber
to Nigeria, but then I am a thorough subscriber. I have paid for all the
previous issues. (However, I have been unable to secure a copy of No. I
issue. If any reader has a spare copy I should be pleased to receive it.)
As a result of becoming a recent subscriber I have only now read
the article "Cowry," by Archdeacon S. C. Philip, in issue No. 8, of September,
1936.
The Archdeacon's article suggests that the use of the cowry shell as
money was due to the European slave traders who bought slaves with cowries,
for he writes: "The use of the cowry currency gradually spread inland in
Africa, and in 1850 the German traveller, Henrich Barth, found it fairly
recognised in Kano, even as far as Timbuktu."
The Archdeacon has, of course, some support for his remarks, for
John Adams wrote in 1823 as follows:. "Cowries are shells brought to Europe from the Maldive Islands in
the East Indies, and are always in great demand at Wydah, Ardrah and
Lagos, at which places they are not only the medium of exchange but from
whence they are also sent to Dahomey, Hio, Hausa, J aboo and into the
very heart of North Africa, where it is known they are the circulating currency. If any of the rivers in the Gulf of Guinea or on the coast of Angola
communicated with the Niger, it might be expected these shells, in such
extensive circulation and demand in North Africa, would be in demand at
Bonny, Calabar, Cameroons or the Congo, but such not being the fact, is
a circumstance which makes against the probability of any of these rivers
in the Gulf of Guinea extending much to the northwards of their embaucbures. Cowries sell in England from £40-£80 per ton."!
The impression that you, readers of N igeria, must thus obtain, is that
the introduction of the cow.ry as money is aliother of the white mall'S activities. This impression is quite wrong, and any of you who have thought
about the matter will recollect that to all the things brought in by the white
man there is a nickname attached, for instance the coconut (Aku Beke,
nut of the foreigner, among the Igbo); gin (Min Mbakara, wine of the
Rulers, among the Ibibio), but there is no such nickname for the word
cowry in any of the native languages.
It is quite true that the white man did import cowries in large quantities
to use as money in the slave trade and the result of these imports can be
detected in various places. Thus among the Igbo on the Niger, which
was the main route for slaves down to the coast and of cowries up inland,
two types of cowries are recognised and named. One is called ayolo and
refers to a small type of cowry shell which was still used as currency in the
inland markets in 1930 around Awka. The ayolo is said to have been the
currency used by the Nditshie or "titled ancestors" and it may therefore
be presumed to be the one with which the Igbo were first acquainted.
The second, the larger variety, is commonly called mbudambu, more
rarely nweje or okpokpo. This variety is confined to the main waterways
'A dams, J. Remarks on the Country extending from Cape Palmas to the River Congo,
page 263, London, 1823.
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Produce for sale in the food market at Au·ka. In this district, and in many
others of Ibo country , cowry shells are often used instead of coins when small
punhases are made. A pile of small cowries can be seen by the woman's feet .

and waterside markets and has practically ceased to be currency. 'Where
it was used its value was about one-third of the ayolo.
T he mbudambu's distribution, i.e., along the waterways, and especially
along the Niger, and in the coastal towns (where, however, it is no longer
currency) suggests that this variety and not the ayolo was the one introduced
by the Europeans.
Burton's remarks support this suggestion. "Formerly," .he says, "the
small white Indian shell, costing £60 a ton at home and £80 on the African
coast, was the currency which extinguished round trade or barter. P~esently
the Hamburg merchants settled at Zanzibar, where the cypraea can be
collected for a mere trifle, made a speculation which succeeded: the large
blue African, being much cheaper, arrived in shiploads, brought 50% to
the importer, and supplanted the small Indian, which are now rare, and
bought up by chiefs and fetishmen. At present there is a glut and in
every village you tread upon bits of cowries. "la
The firm of Stuart & Douglas, still remembered by a few of the real
Old Coasters, used to import shiploads of cowries to Lagos and Benin
River 2 (Sapele), but to-day the importation of cowries is prohibited. 3
"'Burton, R. Abeokuta and the Cameroon Mountain, Vol. I, page 319. London, 1863.
2Roth, H . Ling. Great Benin, page 140. London, 1903 .
"Laws of Nigeria, Vol. II, Cap. 130, Sec. 50, iii, page 1190. Lagos, 1923 .
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Again, it will have occurred to many of you that each of the various
forms of the word for money-cash (kash) , cowry (kowry), okuk (ibibio)
wego (igbo) , ogo (Sobo), gak (Nuer), and agaga (Ewe)-has a hard consonant'
as its characteristic. This hard consonant is probably the root of the word
from which even the English word cash derives. In India and China the
word cash, which in some etymological dictionaries is given as the origin
of the English word, is to-day restricted to the smallest coins minted. These
small coins have usurped the place of the cowry as dividers of the higher
valued metallic currency.
However, to return to Nigeria, many of the Yoruba and Benin peoples
:eading the Archdeacon's article must have wondered how t~e cowry, if
Introduced by the European, could yet be part and parcel of theIr legendary
history. Thus among the Ewe occurs the myth that cowries were found
in a basket despatched from Heaven by Mawu (God) and used for trade.'
Among the Yoruba there is a story surrounding the death of Oduduwa,
the founder of their nation. On his death the Oba of Benin inherited all
Oduduwa's money--cowries:
.
Written history also throws light on the early use of the cowry in West
Africa . The first Englishman to visit Benin was James Welsh in 1589,
and he says: "Their money is pretie white shells, for gold and silver we
saw none."6 Again, Jean Barbot, when on the Gold Coast, wrote as follows :
"About the year 1480, the Spanish trading at the coast found those blacks
extremely covetuous and fond of a sort of sea-shell. H7 So far from the cowry
spreading inland from the coast, the spread was the other way, i.e., from
inland to the coast, for these shells are not found in the Atlantic. 8
Cadamosto, an early Italian navigator, wrote in 1455: "In this· district
(the Songhay Kingdom) no money is coined, nor do they use money any
more than in the neighbo1lring countries, but all their trade is carried on
by bartering one thing for another, ' and sometimes two for one, while in
their towns within land, they use little white, shells, which are brought to
Venice from the Levant, of which they pay certain numbers according to
the goodness of what they are to buy.'"
But earlier than that, Ibn Batuta, the Arab traveller, mentions that the
cowry was used for currency (in the Kingdom of Melle in 1352) and adds
that he had seen cowry shells similarly used in the Maldive Islands. ID
There is thus sufficient evidence to discredit the idea that the cowry
was introduced into \Vest Africa as currency by the white man. The
question then arises who did introduce the cowry? Let us see if the cowry
can itself tell the story.
In English there are two systems of counting: the decimal and the
duodecimal. Actually the duodecimal is based on six and might be more
profitably called a sexagesimal system. This system appears to be nearly
always connected with measurements; as for example the root min which
gives us.
1/60 of a drachm
minIm
1/ 12 of an inch
1/60 of an hour
minute
1/60 of a degree

{:
{:

4Jackson, J . W. Shells as Evidence of the Migration of early Culture, page 160.
Manchester, 1917 .
5Johnson, 0 . , Dr. History of the Yoruba, page 8. London, 1921.
6Churchill's Voyages.
'Dennet. Nigerian Studies, page 68. London, 1910.
BWallis, W. D . An Introduction to Anthropology, page 182.
'Moore, J . H. Collection of Voyages and Travels, Vol. I , page 483 . London.
lOGibb, H. A . R. Travels of Ibn Batuta, page 243. London, 1929.
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Again, a fathom is ' 6 feet, a cable 600 fe-et; a chain is 66 feet and .a
furlong 660 feet. This system is attributed to the Babylonians .. Now, If
you make enquiries amongst old folks in Nigeria about how their grandfathers counted cowries, some strange remnants of a sexagesimal system
of counting connected with cowries will come to light.
Thus, in 1863, the traveller Sir Richard Burton recorded that amongst
the Dahomians special terms were used when reckoning in cowries." In
Nigeria the following distinctions also occur.
cowries

20

men

60

cowries

60

men

Language

one cowry

one lnan

Yoruba

Okou

Eni

Okowo

Ogun

Ogota

Ogota

Sobo

Ogbigo

Ovu

Ufi

Uye

Itieze

Oyoza

Igbo

Nkpulu
Ego

Hausa

Ijia

Ofu
Daya

20

Ego nato
nankpulu
iboa
Hauya

Ogu
Ishirin

Ukwu

Oguito

Loso

Sittir

Some years ago I conducted a detailed study of the Umundri (Awka
Igbo) system of counting and a curious discovery ~as mad.e. Th~y employed
:a well-developed sexagesimal system. The umt was SIX cow~les.. In the
table above it will be noticed that the Igbo for twenty cownes IS a long
phrase, but for twenty men a single word. The explanation is ~hat twenty
does not fit into the sexagesimal notation. The Igbo countmg system
compared with the decimal system is given herewith.
Cowry System.
I unit (i.e.,
Isiego
2 units
Ego Nabo
Nato
3
Nano
4
Nese
5
6
Nesi
Nasa
7
8
Nasato
Teghete
9
10
Neli
11
Monu
12
Maboa
13
Mato
14
Mano
IS
Mise
16
Misi
17
Masa
18
Masato
19
" Mateghete
20
Ozo Ego
Ughu Ego nata
30
200
Ozu Ughu
Afia nabo
400
4,000
Ozu Afia
80,000
Nnu Afia Nabo
800,000
Ozu NnuAfia
Nnu Afia nnu

1,600,000

Decimal System.
6 cowries) Isi.
Naboa.
12
Belo Iboa.
18
Oru na ino.
24
Oru na ili.
30
Oru na ili na isi.
36
Ogu nabo na iboa.
42
Ogu nabo na isato.
48
Ogu nabo ili na ino.
54
Ogu ito.
60
Ogu ito na isi.
66
Ogu ito na ili iboa.
72
Ogu ita na ili isato.
78
Ogu ino na ino.
84
Ogu ino na ili.
90
Ogu' ino na ili na isi.
96
Ogu Ise na iboa.
102
Ogu Ise na isato.
108
Ogu Ise na ili ino.
114
Ogu Isi.
120
Ogu Itenani.
180
Nnu Ito .
1,200
Nnu isi.
2,400
Nnu Ogu ito.
24,000
Ogu ula Nnu ito.
4 80,000
Nnu ula nnu na ogu
4,800,000
ula nnu ili.
Nnu ula nnu oru n'ili.
9 6 ,000,000

A few comments on the above systems are necessary. Some difficulty
is often experienced in ascertaining native methods of counting. For it
may be found that there is no set nomenclature and that though no mistakes
"Burton, R.

Papers on Anthropology, Travel and Exploration, page II7·

1924·
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London,

are ma~e in the actual cou~ting, yet the native wording of the totals may
vary Widely.
This difficulty can be demonstrated in English. Thus the term 600
has. a definite name in English but a native may express th~ same total as
$0 m. twelve places or as 60 in ten places: or as 100 in six places, or as 20
1Il thIrty places,
He will state that all are understood and no one method
IS more accurate or better than another.
Investigation into th~ cowry-counting system among the Umundri
Igbo soon revealed a defi~lte nomenclature for cowries, namely, that there
were key words for defimte numbers and that these key words appeared
ll1 an ordered sequence to express high numbers.
These key words and the manner of their use are given below :6x

I

Isi Ego

6 x

2

Ego Nabo =

12

6 x

10

Ego Nele =

60

6

ozo ego

x 20

60 x
60 x
60 x

ughu nato , =
ughu neli =
ozu ughu =

3
10

20

6 cowries

120

Ego is now the key word on which
numbers up to 60 are compiled.
Note that Ego is now in front of the
numeral.
The key word here is ughu = 60, but
It IS not used until 180 is reached
(ughu nato) as the intervening numbers
can be more succinctly expressed without it, After 180 ughu remains the
key word until 1,200 is reached.
Note the ego now follows the numeral.
Ozu remains the key word until 180
is reached.

180
600
I 200

Here a new key word appears, Afia =
1,200 .

. In this Igbo sexagesimal system of counting, the only key words peculiar
~o It are, ego, ughu and afia, and they are multiples of six and sixty. There
IS one ~ore key word, nnu, but it appears to have been taken over from
the declma~ system. Its use is, however, an anomaly for it has two values.
In the deCImal system it stands for 400 and is thus connected with ino or
ana = 4: but in the cowry system given above nnu stands for 200.
In the ,~arger grammar of the Church Missionary Society mention is
made that nnu appears to stand for a smaller number in at least one
locality" 12. But neither the number nor the locality is given. At Oreri
and around Isu Ofia where this cowry-counting system was tabulated nnu
stands for 200.
'
. To be able to say ~inety-six milli~n cowries in three words is a great
achievement an~ to do It on a sexageslmal basis adds to the achievement.
No ~atIve countmg system in Africa based on a decimal nomenclature is so
succmct.
The Umundri Igbo hav~ preserved their sexagesimal counting system
mor~ f~lly than any .other tnbe, but traces of the sexagesimal system still
persIst 111 the Owern and Okigwi district among others:
Number.
6 cowries

Owerri.
Otu ego

120

60
3 60

Ego isi
Ola

Okigwi.
Isi ego
Ogu ego
Ogu ego
Ego egiri
nnu ego alo

1200
7200

The above investigation has established the curious phenomenon that
the Igbo formerly used two systems of counting. Why? What was the
ad,vantage of the two? It is clear ~hat the answer is: There is no advantage.
DId the Igbo, then, evolve for hImself the two systems? Highly unlikely.
12Spencer,

J.

Ibo Grammar, page 34.

London, 1916.
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It is also noted that the sexagesimal systen't is used only with the cowry
- an exotic object. Can the system, like those in use in English, be linked
up with the Baby~onians ?
. ..
.
Dr. Meek hmts at the posslbllItyl3 but It seems far-fetched where
Africa, and West Africa in particular, is concerned. A much nearer source,
Egypt, is available. "The earliest numeral system (that of Egypt) shows
a combined use of a sexagesimal and a decimal system. "14
As already said, the sexagesimal system was used in Egypt and especially
for measurements. It is possible, therefore, that six cowries may have been
a measure or unit. "Although Egypt has provided almost the . earliest
evidence of the cultural use of this money, cowry shells never played any
prominent part in the lower Nile valley."l5
"The Indians who traded with Egypt used cowries for money; the
Chinese who also traded with Egypt at a very remote period used 'tortoise'
(probably cowries) shells for money. This system dates as far back as. ~he
28th century B.C. . . .1. When it is realised that almost the only pOSltlve
records of maritime achievement before 2000 B.C. relate to the Egyptians"17
it seems that when India and China are reported as trading with Egypt
and using the cowry it must be construed that it was the Egyptians who
did the trading and the carrying of the money-cowry to India and . China
across the Erythraean sea with which they were familiar. Once the cowry
was established as a means of foreign currency it would not be long before
the Egyptians would introduce it into Africa and with it their own system
of counting by sixes.
Discussing the cowry currency reported by Ibn Batuta, Mr. Gibb
writes: "The existence of a cowry exchange in the Malli empire alongside
a salt exchange is conclusive of the commercial relations across the African
continent referred to in note 14, as cowries are found in Africa only on the
east coast between the Equator and Mozambique (Grand Encyclopcedia .
S. V. Cauri.) In Ibn Batuta's time, however, cowries were imported by
merchants from the north. »1S
Also, the Rev. J. J. Williams speaking of the Fulani says: "They
provided for themselves in the matter of currency with cowries or shell of
Maldives, which originally came to them by the caravans of Egypt. "1.
Thus, the history of the use and migration of the cowry shell as money
into West Africa is told by the cowry itself. It was used by the Egyptians
as foreign tokens not current as money in Egypt and brought with it its
own Egyptian form of counting-a sexagesimal or foreign system-as against
the local or prevailing decimal system. The local decimal systems may be
based on the hand = five : but that is another story.
Earlier than the use of cowry as money appears to have been its use
as a fertility symbol in sympathetic magic, but then again that is another
story the answer to whose riddle may be seen in the girdles of cowry shells
worn by maidens and nubile women but not by those past the climacteric.
The cowry shell when used as a fertility symbol in sympathetic magic
acquired curious nicknames two of which survive to the present day. Thus,
the word "porcelain" is really the Roman nickname for the cowry, i.e.,
the little pig (porculus).
This nickname was due to the fact that the pig was at one time the
token animal of the fertility goddess, Aphrodite. Professor Elliot Smith,
(Continued on page 2s6}
13Meek, C. K. Northern Nigeria, Vol. IJ, page 164. Oxford.
14Hooke, S. H. New Year's Day, page 17. London, 1927.
16Jackson, J . TV. Shells as Evidence of the Migration of Early Culture, page xxi_
Manchester, 1917.
16Del Mar, P. History of Money, page 147.
17Forde, C. D. Ancient Mariners, page 36. London, 1927.
18Gibb, H . A. R . Travels of Ibn Batuta, page 382. London, 1929.
19Williams, J. J. Hebrewisms of West Africa, page 244. London, 1930.
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---Our Town Hall.
(Photograph by courtesy of the Editor, "Hendon and Finchley Times.")

OUR N.A.
By a Nigerian Official on Leave in England

M

y home. is about seven miles from London.

I can remember it,
a.t the time when I was a boy, as a quiet country village, with its
lIfe centred round the church. We were surrounded by green fields
and farms, and London seemed a very long way off. But even then there
were a few roads of suburban houses, and, since the "Tube Railway" was
e.xtended t~rough .our district, thousands of London people have come to
lIve here, mdustnes have sprung up, and the population has increased
tenfold. The need for public services has increased correspondingly and
a for.m. of l.ocal government. similar in many ways to a Nigerian Native
Admmlstrat~on ~as been ~Ullt up to supply this need.
. From tlme Immemonal in England the "County" has been the chief
umt of local governm~nt; some of the counties, tracing their origin back
t? the A~glo- Saxon kmgdoms, were practically autonomous. AdministratlOn :vas m th~ hands of the "Earldorman," the hereditary chief, with the
She~I~, th~ Bishop, and .lat~r . the Justices of the Peace, who performed
adIIl:mlstratl:,e as well as JudiCial functions. Smaller local functions were
carned out m the separate parishes by the "Lord of the l\1anor" or local
landowner, and the Rector and Churchwardens. This system was satis!actory . for a sparsely-populated ~gricultural area, but with the growth of
m~~stnes ~ more hlghly-or~am.zed administration was required. The
Bntlsh Parliament passed leglslatlOn to provide for this-the Reform Act
of 18 32 , the P0.or Law Amendment Act of 1834, the Municipal Corporations
Act an~ the Highways Act of 1835, the Public Health Act of 1848 , and the
Education Act of 18 70 ,. whereby education was made compulsory and
Scho~l Boards were establIshed to provide schools in all areas not adequately
supplIed by the various religious bodies.
.
Under the~e ~ct~, our parish was declared, in 1879, to be a "Local
Government Dlstnct, and a Board of twelve members was elected. In
.
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1895 this grew into an "Urban District" with a Council of fifteen members;
and by 1932 this had so grown in importance that we were given a Royal
Charter of Incorporation, and became a "Municipal Borough." Our chief
citizen, previously only the "Chairman of the Council," was accorded the
dignity and title of "Mayor," with cocked hat and ermine robes, gold chain
and silver mace. The Mayor is elected, for a period of one year, usually
from among the "Aldermen," of whom there are nine; they in turn are
elected for periods of three or six years, by the "Councillors."
The district has been divided into nine "Wards" of approximately
equal population, and each ward elects three councillors who serve for a
period of three years, one of whom retires (but may be re-elected) at the
end of each year. Everyone occupying property in the district has the
right to vote in the election of the councillors. The Mayor, Aldermen and
Councillors are all unpaid; their work is done usually in the evenings,
outside business hours, except for the Mayor (who becomes automatically
the Chief Magistrate of his Borough during his term of office. They have
no judicial functions in their local government capacities, although some
of them may be magistrates individually, nor are they concerned with keeping the peace. In this respect our local government is quite unlike a Native
Administration in Nigeria, for peace and justice are most important functions
of the latter. Our "N.A." is concerned solely with the provision of public
services, and in this it is bound by Acts of Parliament and, in some matters,
the supervisory authority of the County Council. It does not make laws,
but makes "bye-laws," for purely local use, and these bye-laws must be in
accordance with regulations drawn up by various departments of the Central
Government.
The business of Local Government is carried out by a series of Committees, appointed by the Council from among its members, with the help
in certain cases of "co-opted members," i.e., private persons who are specialists in that particular function. There is, for instance, the Education
Committee, consisting of a chairman, six aldermen, eleven councillors and
five co-opted members. These Committees have no executive authority,
except in cases of emergency, but they enquire very carefully into all matters
and make "recommendations." The Council meets in full on one evening
a. month, and considers the recommendations of the several Committees,
and either adopts them, rejects them or refers them back. The recommendations of the Committees, when confirmed by the Council, are carried out
by paid officials such as the Borough Treasurer, the Borough Surveyor,
the Sanitary Inspector, the Director of Education, the Medical Officer of
Health, etc., with their staffs.
The EDUCATION COMMITTEE is responsible for the prOViSlQn of
Elementary Education (Secondary Education is the concern of the County
Council), and Juvenile Employment. It works through the following
Sub-Committees:
.
(I) School Management, which considers among other things the reports
of His Majesty's Inspectors.
(2) Works, responsible for the provision and maintenance of school
buildings. We have eighteen "Provided Schools," i.e., whose buildings
were provided by the Council, and nine "Non-Provided" schools, whose
buildings were provided by Churches (five Catholic, four Anglican), but
which are maintained by the Council.
(3) Staffs and Salaries. We employ about forty headmasters and
headmistresses of departments, 350 certificated and IS uncertificated teachers,
and 20 Arts and Crafts and Domestic Science teachers. (The teachers in
the non-provided schools are appointed by the Church authorities, but paid
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The Lord Mayor of London (on the r' ht) lk'
.
the Charter of Incorporation of the B;;oug/za ;ng/::ztj; o;:r Mayor, before giving him
n
Lieutenant of the County and our Tow' Cl k e ahc ground can be see~ the Lord
n
er wzt some of the CounCIllors .
(Photograph by courtesy of the Editor of the "Hendon and Finchley Times.")

by the Council; the Council can veto any appomtment
grounds.)
on educational
ag

.(4) th School
d' . Attendance.

There are about 18,000 c h'ld
i ren 0f school

4,~0~npri~ateis:~~c~dls of ~hese ~4'ooo a~tend public elementary schools and
officers, who

s~e

th;t :~:;;.

~h~rl:ite~~:' sC:a~le~~~I~r~~~OOI

attendance

G 'd(5) Juv~ntle. OrgantsatlOns. This co-ordinates the work of Scout
UI .es, Boys Bngade and other boys' and girls' clubs
It
s,
meetmg
d
d
h'
.
arranges sports
a fund ts aS~bs~~~be~ct~y ~~~~ha~~~~~:;r/?~rt~~il~~s~~ic~~r which purpose
as to(62he ~uv:nt~~ Empl:yment Bureau . . This advises children leaving school
childre f yp
I emp oyment for which they are best suited, and selects
n o~ emp oyment at the request of employers in the district.
of

al~:)as f:n:::et~ntn~e~er:l:urposes'h ~his is perhaps t~e most important

sub-committt;es will cost, uando~o:~~e ~~::;O::::~~d~~~:~. of;~t~a~~he~
~:11) ~~~~:t}on of ~he ~ecurrent expenditure (varying from a third to ne1rly

and the rem .r~m f xc e'huer grants (i.e., from the Central Government)
from loan am er rom t e rates. Money for new buildings always comes
to about a~ue~gd~~~epaya~le ~vefr Ih5 years; loan char~es usually amount
or a ent 0 t e recurrent expenditure.
The w~rk. of the Education Committee has been dealt with in som
!e:ga~~i~: th~t~ the bra~ch most likely to be of interest to readers of thi:
.
er committees of the Council include:
WORKS AN~ FIR~ BRIGADE, responsible for sewage and refuse
disposal,
upkeep of public bUildings, and fire protection.
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I

ESTATES PARKS AND ALLOTMENTS, responsible for the upkeep. of
I sure anci'sports grounds, planting trees in public streets, and provld~ng
P.a~rotments," i.e., pieces of ground which residents may rent, for growmg
vegetables.
.
f
. f ..
PUBLIC HEALTH, responsible for the Isolation Hospital ?r m ect.IOUs.
diseases, Maternity and Child Welfare Clinics, and School.Medl~al Se:vlces.
(We have no hospital maintained by public funds except for mfect!ous. diseases
but we have a Cottage Hospital, supported by voluntary contnbutlOns and
managed by its own Committee.)
HIGHWAYS, responsible for local roads-tru~k roads passing through
the district are maintained by the County CouncIl.

cost can be met. The total expenditure for this year, exclusive of contributions to the County Council and Metropolitan Police, is estimated at
well over a million pounds. Readers are aware how Native Administrations
in Nigeria obtain their funds-mainly ftom a form of income tax, part of
which is passed on to the Central Government and part retained for local
use. In England, we pay our income tax direct to the Central Government
(Exchequer) which sends some of it back to the Local Governments in the
form of grants; our Local Governments have the right to levy another
kind of tax, called "rates," with which to pay for local services. The
finances of our Borough will be described in greater detail in another article.

*

*

*

The Incorporation of our Borough has led to a great advance in the
social life and colour of the district. Our Mayor and Mayoress give banquets
and receptions, at which they and the Aldermen and Councillors wear their
robes of office. Every year on "Civic Sunday" they attend Divine Service
in full robes- usually at the Parish Church if the Mayor for the year is a
Protestant, or at the Catholic Church if he is a Catholic. The Mayor,
too, attends public functions, lays foundation stones, and opens buildings,
while the Mayoress often distributes the prizes at school sports meetings
and Speech Days. There are thus many points of similarity between our
Borough and a Nigerian "N.A." The main points of difference are that
our Mayor and Corporation are elected, and changed every year or few
years, whereas in Nigeria chiefs are hereditary or appointed by some traditional method; our Borough is responsible only for the provision of public
services, whereas a Nigerian N.A. has in addition the most important
responsibilities of maintaining peace and order and administering justice
according to native law and custom.

A view on the Iwo-Oyo road. This is typical of the many thousands of miles of good
motor roads in the Southern Provinces of Nigeria . Some roads are made. a.nd mazntained by the Public Works Department, others by the local Natlve Admlntstratwns.

HOUSING, responsible for the demolition of houses unfit for habitation,
and the building of new houses at low rentals for poor pe?ple.
..
BUILDING AND TOWN PLANNING, responsible for planmng .the dlstnct
and considering what type of buildings-houses, shops, f~ctones, schools
or churches-may be erected in each area; and for reservmg open spaces.
No new building may be erected until ~ts plans have been approved by
this Committee and passed by the CouncIl.
PUBLIC LIBRARIES. We have a Central Library and several branch
libraries, .as well as libraries in schools.
.. .
RATING AND VALUATION. Local funds are denved pnnclpally from
rates levied on all property in the district, according to its. annual value ,
which may vary considerably ~wing to its .position and the size and nature
of the buildings. This Committee has to mspect all property, land,. ho,!ses.
and other buildings, and assess its annual value. It must hear the obJ.ectlOns.
of owners, and decide how far they are valid; owners art? naturally disposed
to complain that their property has ?ee~ assesst?d too h~ghly. The a~n~al
"rateable value" of property in our dlstnct has nsen (ow.mg to new bUlldmg
and industrial development) from about £150,000 m 1901, to about
£1,90 0 ,000 (i.e., more than ten times) to-day.
..
FINANCE AND GENERAL PURPOSES, which must enqUlre mto the cost
of all items recommended by the other Committees, and find how that
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A good form of shelter for seed boxes providing protection against excessive sun and rain.
If necessary, lizards can be prevented from climbing on to the boxes by attaching pieces
of sheet zinc or tin to the corner posts. The shelter illustrated has not been so protected.
(Photograph taken in the garden of Mr, w. D. Macgregor, Conservator of Forests,
Ibadan.)
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CEREMONY AT
By P, N.

UGHAREFE

EnOKA

Catholic School, Ashaka

U

GHAREFE is one of the important towns in .the W~stern Sobo
Division of Warri Province. Here the famou~ OJow~ JUJ.u ceremo~~
is held. It is of rare occurrence. The .pen.od whIch IS sUPPo~he
to elapse between one ceremony and another IS nme yea~s, but, as .
festival is very expensive and the preparations take. a l~g. yme, .t~e p~~:
does not always find it convenient to adhere to thIS o. Cla )eno 8' h
ceremonv was performed in 1920, but was not held aga~n untl 193 ? w en
it was p~rformed on February 21st. The two ceremomes were carne~ ~~:
by two different priests and, as far as is known, there has been only .
priest who has, during his life, been able to carry out the ceremony tWIce.

The Ojowu Juju. The
Juju is about forty feet
high and contains thr~e
singers, two concealed tn
the base and one at the
top .
(Drawing prepared by K. A . Robertson, M .C., from a
photograph by P . N.
Edoka .)

in which singers are concealed. Upon the pyramid stands the second part,
which is a round piece rather like a telegraph pole and about 21 feet high.
The third part is built on the top of this pole and is like an inverted pyramid
with a hexagonal base. This part is about four feet high and conceals a
third singer. The whole arrangement is covered with brightly-coloured
flags and wrappers. The entrances to the lower apartments are covered
with scarlet cloth (ododo) to screen the occupants from view until they are
required. The building usually takes a week and the decoration nearly a
whole day, when various sacrifices are also made.
The juju makes its first appearance in the evening, after everything is
ready. A ladder is tied to a tree to enable the singer to climb to the top
of the juju, which is held close by. Three ropes are tied to the. top and
held by men on the ground, to give stability to the structure and to ensure
the safety of the singers and spectators. They are also used to give warning
to the singer at the top when he is to appear.
After the singers have been concealed, the juju is carried by a number
of men, by means of the projecting poles shown in the drawing, to a suitable
place and the priest and the other attendants begin to sing the appropriate
incantation. One of the lower singers is then warned by a tap on his apartment and he emerges wearing a scarlet dress (ododo), also worn by the other
singers and the priest and priestess, his head and arms being uncovered.
He holds a horse tail in each hand and as he waves these from side to side,
there is a jingling from the little rattles tied to them. He repeats the same
incantation (Igo) and accompanies it with parables which are either in the
pure Bini language or are a corruption of Bini with Sobo. He then withdraws and the second singer is induced to appear in the same manner.
The singer at the top cannot hear very clearly what is going on below
and therefore has to be warned, when it is his turn to appear, by shaking
one of the ropes against the side of his apartment. When he receives this
warning, he reveals himself by standing up and then repeats the same
incantation as the two other singers. The excellence of a singer is, of course,
reckoned by his eloquence and his various parables. It is said that a singer
who makes a mistake dies prematurely.

The senior Otota or spokesman, is also responsible for t.he arrangemen~s
and, should anything go .wrong during the ceremony, he IS severely repnmanded by the commumty.
The building of the juju is rat~er complicat.ed,. but the people do ~t
with the utmost dexterity. No naIls are used m ItS asse~bly, but t e
ieces of wood that form the framework are tied together .w.lth r~pe. The
~hole thing is about 40 feet high when complete and £llvlded mto three
distinct parts.
The lowest part is in the form of a pyramid abou~ 15 feet high standing
upon a more or less square base. Inside this pyramId are two apartments
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When the singer at the top has finished, he takes his seat and disappears
from sight. The juju is then carried to another place and the incantation
is repeated as before. This is done at several stations at the discretion of
the people and is finally brought near another post to which a ladder has
been tied to enable the singer at the top to descend. After the singers have
left, the juju remains at one place for seven days and people from different
villages round come to dance near it each night. On the seventh day the
whole process is repeated until the juju is brought back to the place from
whence it started, the singers vacate it, and the ceremony is thus brought
to an end.
The people who took part in the ceremony performed in February
193 8 , were as follows: Arivwe-Priest; Atuma-Otota; Iduwa-Upper
Singer; Odjeruvwese, Emovoria- Lower Singers.
A similar, but rather more elaborate ceremony, with three jujus"Father," "Son" and "Mother"-is held at Agbarba Otor at periodic
intervals, the last occasion being on March 29th, 1935. The ceremony at
Agbarba Otor is called Ekene, but the similarity of the two ceremonies
confirms the fact that the people of U gharefe are really descendants of
people from Agbarba Otor.
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THE USE OF
ANJESTHETICS FOR THE RELIEF OF PAIN
By

DR.

J.

A. L.

INNES

Medical Department

" /\NlESTHETICS" is the general name given to the substances and
the study of those substances which, in man and lower animals,
. produce loss of consciousness or insensibility to pain.
This may seem a strange medical subject to introduce to a lay magazine
like Nige~·ia. On second thoughts, however, it may prove to be an interesting topic, because the layman usually has a lurking, nervous curiosity about
something which may possibly come within his personal experience, if it
so happens that a surgical operation, or "emergency," interrupts the even
tenor of his daily life, and causes him to think of pain and suffering, and
particularly of the measures taken to alleviate these.
From the earliest historical records we find that man has tried many
and even strange methods of seeking release from pain. But it is by no
means a satisfactory procedure merely to gain relief from pain without
doing everything possible to discover the actual cause of the pain. For
example, it is well known that aspirin gives relief from headache; but to
give aspirin to a person suffering from the headache which accompanies
malarial fever does not cure the cause of the headache although that discomfort may be temporarily eased. In fact, such treatment is obviously
not only unsatisfactory but also dangerous. Amesthetics are not palliatives.
For such conditions as colic, dislocation of joints, broken bones and even
boils and toothache, it is often necessary to employ procedures which temporarily aggravate the pain. Sometimes it is almost as harrowing for the
medical attendant as for the patient to have to add agony to the already
existing misery by performing the appropriate manipulations required to
set matters in order before natural healing can proceed to the ultimate
and hoped for good recovery. To enable the surgeon to do his work with
some degree of comfort both for the patient and himself, many and extraordinary diverse methods have been tried. Most often, in the "good old
days," the surgeon relied mainly on the speed with which his work could
be accomplished; and he was helped rather than hindered when the patient
subsided into a merciful swoon.
For more difficult surgical procedures, perhaps the commonest method
to diminish pain was to give the patient a concoction of various vegetable
infusions of certain plants. The ancient Chinese were said to be particularly
skilful in this art. But after some modern investigation, their claims were
found to be very exaggerated. Plants of the same family as the tomato
and tobacco plant (Solanacece), for example the mandrake, were used
2000 B.C. by the Babylonians to induce sleep in surgical patients; and also
the Hebrews and Egyptians knew of plants credited with similar properties.
As late as A.D. 1597 Gerarde wrote that "the smell of the mandrake apples
moveth to sleep." Hippocrates, the "father of modern medicine," who
lived about 45 0 B.C. , was familiar with the use of white hellebore, and its
use was still described in a Medical Botany book published about A.D. 1790
Cannabis saliva is the plant from which "Indian hemp" is obtained. Various
preparations are made from different parts of the plant and go under various
names such as charas, bhang, ganga, hashish, or dakha of South African
origin. It contains a powerful drug producing extraordinary effects on the
brain and mind, including reduction of sensibility to pain. It has been
known also in Egypt and other parts of Africa from very ancient times :

fl.
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but it is too unreliable and otherwise unsuitable a drug for modern requirements as an anresthetic.
. Another drug is opium, which is prepared from certain species of
white poppy. It is. ~rown in vari~us countries from Egypt to China for
the purp~se of obtaInIng that amazIngly useful, although highly-dangerous
drug, which has been designated as a "gift from the gods!" It is said
by Buxton .that a dr~ught containing infusions of several drugs similar to
those descnbed was given about 1780 to "Augustus, King of Poland, without
the monarch's knowledge, by Weiss, the King's favourite surgeon, so that
the Royal foot could be amputated without pain."

An African artist's cDnceptiDn .of a sU1gical DperatiDn in prDgress: a white WDDd
carvzng, tWD feet IDng , by a craftsman .of the Ijebu-Ode district. It ShDWS the anaesthetist
seated .on a stDDl at the head .of the patient, while the .operating surgeDn makes a IDng
abdDmznal znClStDn. [The EdztDr dDes nDt guarantee the scientific accuracy .of the details !]

Amon.g the peculiar m~thods of obtaining loss of sensation to pain,
the followmg may be ment!O~ed.. One mode amongst the Assyrians was
to press up0!l the great artenes In the neck until the patient's brain was
stupefied by I!S reduce~ blood supply, and then the operation was performed
whIle ~he patIent ~as In a dazed, semi-conscious condition. This practice
was tned se.veral t~m~s by famous surgeons in England about the 16th and
17 th cent1!nes. Similar compression was sometimes tried upon the nervetrunks gomg to supply the part of the body upon which an operation was
contem~lated. But we may guess what this felt like to the patient when
we consider the effect sometimes produced in ourselves when we accidentally
knock "the funny bone" at the elbow. It is not a bone that causes the
sensation of tingling in the hand and forearm, but a nerve-trunk which
has been struck and is temporarily upset in function .
About 1832 a certain surgeon suggested rendering patients unconscious
by bleedIng them until they fainted, and then operating upon them.
. Other sur~eons recommended that patients might be made drunk
with an alcoholIc beverage before undergoing operation. Quite a common
method of paralysmg the sensory nerve-endings under the skin was to
6
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freeze the skin by means of ice or ice-cold salt solutions. In fact, a simple
process of freezing the skin is still occasionally used in which a rapidlyevaporating fluid called ethyl-chloride is sprayed upon the part to be deadened by freezing before the surgeon applies the knife in a quick, short
operation. When the hypodermic needle and syringe were invented by
an Edinburgh man about 1845, the way was opened up for a new approach
in the administration of drugs and amesthetics "by injection." The first
successful local amesthetic injection was given by Koeller in 1884. He
used cocaine, which is a drug prepared from coca leaves.
The anresthetics used most commonly in modern practice are nitrous
oxide, which is a gas; and ether and chloroform, both of which are colourless
volatile fluids, each having a peculiar characteristic odour, and quite different
chemical properties. The anresthetic is given to the patient by causing him
to breathe in the vapour or gas which is being administered to him by the
anresthetist. It is thus absorbed into the blood circulation by way of the
lungs, and causes a narcotic or stupefying effect on the brain until the patient
become~ unconscious to all around him, and appears to be in a deep sleep.
It requires knowledge, skill and patience to give an anresthetic in order to
make a patient unconscious to the correct degree for a .surgical operation.
Nitrous oxide gas was discovered in 1772 by Priestley. Its properties
were very fully investigated about 1799 by Sir Humphry Davy, who noted
the exhilarating effect of the gas when it was inhaled, and who was partly
responsible for the popular name of "laughing gas" which it received. It
was not until an American dentist of the name of Wells had a tooth removed
while under the effect of the gas, that its usefulness as an anresthetic began
to be appreciated. Wells had the extraction performed by another dentist
called Rigg, while Colton, "an itinerant lecturer in chemistry," administered
the nitrous oxide. This happened in Hartford, Connecticut, in the United
States, in December, 1844~an important date in the history of anresthetics.
Unfortunately, because of faulty technique in administering the gas to
patients, it fell into disrepute for over 20 years. But its usefulness was
conclusively demonstrated from 1868 onwards in the Royal Dental Hospital
of London. Nowadays it is administered by means of special apparatus
along with oxygen gas, and is a very safe and pleasant anresthetic for the
patient. Unfortunately, the apparatus required for its administration is
bulky and difficult to maintain in good working order, especially in the
Tropics, and therefore it is not so much used as it might be in a country
like Nigeria.
The substance ether, and some of its properties, had been known for
some time before it came into the limelight as an anresthetic about the year
1842. It appears that several people can lay claim to be the first to use
it as an anresthetic while a surgical operation was being performed, but the
credit is usually assigned to Dr. Long, of J efferson, J ackson County, in
the United States of America; although W. T. G. Morton, a dentist of
Boston (who was at one time a student under Wells, the dentist of Hartford),
claimed the credit of more full experience of ether. His first successful
operation under ether was performed in September, 1846. The first
recorded operation in England under ether anresthesia was performed by
a dentist in London named Robinson, on December 19th, 1846. Three
days later the surgeon, Lister, performed an amputation through the thigh
on a patient in University College Hospital, London.
But ether was rapidly replaced by chloroform after November, 1847,
when Dr. (afterwards Sir) James Young Simpson, of Edinburgh, published
his famous article describing his use and experience of chloroform, obtained
in his midwifery practice during the previous eleven months. It is interesting to note how close together these important dates occur in the history
of anresthetics: nitrous oxide in 1844, ether in 1846 and chloroform in
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18'1:7, were~r~t used for the purpose of obtaining general anresthesia in
p~tIents H;qUl!"mg some form of surgical treatment. Of these anresthetics,
~l1t.rous OXIde IS the safest, next comes ether, and lastly chloroform although
'
It IS more pleasant than ether.
Of course there are many other modern anresthetics with varying degrees
?f. safety. and use~ulness. For example, there is a substance which can be
mJected mto .a vem and causes the patient to become unconscious, as if in
deep sle.ep, m about fifteen seconds. This unconsciousness lasts for as
many mmu~es or mor~, a.nd any ?ne of quite a variety of simple operations
~an ~e r~a~Ily done ':"Ith~n .t~at tIme. Another anresthetic commonly used
~n. Nlgen.a IS one whIch IsmJect~d int? the back. The substance is really
mJe.ct~d mto the canal or tube m whIch the main nerve trunk from the
bram I~ placed, and the e!fe~t of this is to produce a loss of function of that
nerve tIssue, so that no p.am IS felt !rom below the edge of the ribs downwards
on the body. The patIent remams conscious, he can see and talk to the
atten~ants and operator, ~:)Ut h~ is only aw~re of the work of the surgeon
on. hIS body by the mampulatlOn and rattlmg of the various instruments
bemg used, rather than by feeling actual pain.
The administration of modern anresthetics is a highly-specialised art
.
m .most cases requiring. experts t? use the substances now known. All
tramed doctors are well mstructed m the use of these chemicals and drugs
and are practised in the u.se of. one or other of these preparations. W ~
ther~fore may conclude th~s artIcle by assuring the reader that, should a
surgIcal emergency dramatIcally upset the even tenor of his routine life
he may ~ave some consolation in knowing that there are many differen~
~ethods . m comI?on use by which the terrors of the surgeon's knife and
ItS assOCIated pam can, w~th appropriate skill, be wonderfully mitigated
or even reduced to somethmg approaching painless comfort.

[Indebtedness is acknowledged to D. W. Buxton's book, "Ancesthetics," for the
main historical facts quoted.]

The people of Okwu village, a few miles distant from the Government College,
Umuahta, possess a remarkable art gallery of paintings on the inner side of the
vdlage wall. The wall IS about 200 feet long and is said to have cost over £200
to construct. The life-szze pazntzngs by an Ibibio artist depict village dance~.
CyclIsts, cows, poltcemen and many other subjects.
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MASQUERADE AMONG THE ITSEKIRI
By D . E. ATIMOMO

I

The Government School, Warri

N the olden days, it was believed that living beings in the water could
live among men on land . These beings were amphibians; they spent
half their time on land and half in water. When they were old, they
resorted entirely to water, their original home. They were then worshipped
as gods or umales (Itsokiri) . It was during their stay on land that these
gods introduced masquerade, a dance performed among the mermen in the
sea. This belief is still adhered to by our heathen brothers. Along banks
of rivers are still found platforms of wood on which are placed red cloths,
yams, chickens, chalk, bottles of wine, cowries, and many articles of
food. These annual offerings are made to gain wealth and protection from
the mermen. It was believed that wealth came from the sea through these
beings. After feasting at the river,side, the crowd comes ·home and there
is a great rejoicing. After this, days are fixed on which to display mas,
querade . This period (generally an odd number of days) varies from three
to seven days. Masks of fish design are usually employed. These are
skilfully carved. The "shark" figure is very important.
The behaviour of these fishes is imitated. Apparel of various colours
represents the fishes' scales. Head,ties rolled up are looped round the
waists and represent the dorsal fins of the fishes . A bunch of shells of a
certain plant is worn round each ankle and gives a chirping sound. The
sound of hand,bells used is very inviting. The drummers are very important
for the dance and the maskers move according to the dictates of the head,
drummer by obeying his drumming. This man uses more than two drums
at the same time. Women often do not approach the maskers, as it is
irreverent to do so and may result in the imposition of a fine.
As a section of the Itsekiri (Okere) in the suburb of Warri- has a different
form of masquerade- the Anwa,Okere Festival-it is convenient to describe
it here . This section probably believes that the gods it honours are not
amphibians but live entirely on land, and therefore are gods of war.
The Anwa, Okere Festival, generally enlivened by masquerade, happens
once in a year and often in the depth of the rainy season. The priests believe
the god is the cause of rain. The maskers wear small native,woven bags
with loose ends over their faces, and are elegantly attired; one, a witch
doctor, is clad totally in sacks. Round their feet are tied buds of the palm
tree . No drums are used by the dancers. The maskers, unlike those
described above, talk aloud.
When the season for this festival is near, a general meeting is convened
and necessary arrangements are made. A day is appointed when evil spirits
in the village are expelled. This is done at night. Men run about at
midnight and then come the women naked. In the olden days misfortune
usually befel any man who came out during this item; it is still strongly
forbidden. This performance is known as "Tibibi."
After one month the young men weed the street. On the morrow
girls sweep the streets; this continues for eighteen days. After a week of
sweeping, the whole town dance "Ewerewere," with leaves in their hands
from their god's residence (Ekpen) to an ancient meeting hall (Oguagharen)
in their main street. They pile up their leaves in a heap at the market place
and then all repair homewards. This signifies joy and prosperity.
Sixteen days after, the maskers appear. They dance every eighth day
for forty days. As the maskers race from place to place, women and their
men, leaders circle in the main street and sing various songs of joy. A
harmony made with flat pieces of wood and horns often rouses great enthu,
siasm. At dusk, the maskers assemble in an avenue and various forms of
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Town improvements at Ilesha. The upper picture shows a roadsi~e ditch that often
falls in and brings trouble to neighbouring buildings. The lower pzcture shows a good
solution to the p roblem, uszng local stone and cement.

dancing take place. In these, they imitate the. ~ctions of warriors and
market women. Long whips, made of fibre, gIVIng . a loud boom when
applied to the ground, are used to represent cannons and guns.
The dance is always very grand on the. first .and last days and on the
fortieth day a special feat is performe~L It IS ?eheved that wh~n a masker
falls during this action, it betokensI?!sfo~une In ~hat year, .a hIgher death,
rate, particularly among men of pOSItIOn, In the VIllage. At the end of the
day men and boys repair to thegod's abode; they feast on prepare.d meat
of goats used as sacrifice to the god. They say some prayers and dIsperse.
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An aerial view of Lagos Harbour entrance including a portion of the densely-populated
town part of Lagos Island.
(Photograph by Sir Bernard Bourdillon.)

TO THE GOLD COAST FROM NIGERIA

E

Bv DR.

GEORGE HAD DEN

VEN to the casual wanderer the Gold Coast is never Nigeria repeated.
At his very arrival his steamer lies to anchor a mile off the harbourless,
surf-beaten coast-Takoradi itself is an artificial harbour on an open
shore, in striking contrast to the river-harbours of Nigeria-Lagos, Forcados,
Port Harcourt, Calabar-where, despite bars, big" ocean liners can find
harbourage unlimited, and 8,000-ton ships can, and do, wander inland for
scores of miles through lagoons and deep-water creeks.
It was not by chance that on this harbourless Gold Coast, open and
healthy, history has planted the great old-time castles of the nationsElmira of the Portuguese, Christiansborg of the Swedes, Fort Nassau of the
Dutch, Fredericksborg of the Danes, Groot Fredericksburg of the Germans,
and Cape Coast of the English. No such castles could ever have been
built, or maintained, along the forest creeks, or amongst the mangrove
swamps of Nigeria. Nor is it chance that on the Gold Coast the inland roads
run dry and clear to the sea at the old castle ports- at Accra, at Winneba,
at Saltpond, at Cape Coast, at Secondi- every few miles a port along the
coast, from the days when miles meant head-loads; while in all Nigeria
only one road reaches the sea, and that, even to this day, at Ibuno, by Eket,
crosses a still unbridged swamp. So, too, on the present-day Gold Coast
of the tourist, the semi-arid "Accra Plain" by the sea contrasts strangely
with the gloriously water-forested front of Nigeria. Both in appearance
and in rainfall, it is reminiscent rather of the thorn-scrub savannah of Zaria
on the borders of the northern deserts. But this is only a leeward trick of
the moisture-bearing winds, and half a score of miles inland, where the hills
begin, there is rain and forest; and in Ashanti one might be back in the
rain-forested hills of Benin. In both countries there is a great Northern
Territory of grass-woodland, and thorn-scrub; but on the Gold Coast there
is no Kano, and no Sokoto, and no history.
On the whole, the countryside is similar to that of Nigeria. Cocoa is
not so prominent to the eye as one might expect it to be. Oil palms are
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fewer; and so are the mimbos, though coconuts are more frequent than in
Nigeria. Farm-bushland is common, but both cassava and yams are less
prominent in the landscape. The main-road villages are conspicuously neat
and tidy, and the houses, of the "compound" type, are square, dignified,
and clean. Lorries crowd the roads, but in the main they are of the 20-3 0 cwt.
type, carrying 12 to 16 passengers. The big Nigerian 3i-ton lorries are
rare. Possibly the railway knows something of this. Rare, too, are bicycles,
probably because of the excellence of the passenger lorry services. In one
lorry park in Kumasi I counted at one time more than 87 local lorries between
runs. Plantains in great bunches characterise lorry loads moving south.
The typical dress of the people of the forest and the coast is the" cloth,"
as in Southern Nigeria; but the colours are markedly brighter- reds, oranges,
yellows, greens, and bright blues, in place of the dull blues and browns of
Nigeria. In the Northern Territories, the costumes approximate to those
of the Bauchi Plateau, where "they regard a bunch of leaves as quite an
ornament." Orange orchards are a pleasant surprise in vjllages far removed
from European influences. Banana plantations are abundant, and pineapples seem to grow wild even in the mountains.
Football is a striking characteristic of this virile country. Europeans
have nothing to do with it, nor have the schools; yet every village (so they'
tell me) on the Gold Coast has its team, and every group of villages its
football league. The players are the village men, and the enthusiastic
crowds along the touchlines, whose cheers you can hear a mile away, are the
village crowds. I happened on two such village-league matches on my
first two days in the Ashanti bush. It was open, long-kicking play; and, if
the niceties of combination were lacking, the individual play was often
brilliant, and the spirit of it, in keenness, in cleanness, and in good temper,
was a model of what football ought to be. A virile race, these men of the
Gold Coast, whose fighting spirit, as in England, shows itself spontaneously
in sport. Why have Nigeria's villages no football ?

Unloading cargo fro'11 a ship into sUl1 boats at Acera. The Gold Coast has a fitre
artificial harbour at Takoradi, but at other points ships have to anchor a mile or two off
shore and unload as shown above. The paddlers exhibit great skill in handling bulky
loads uDder very d(fficult sea conditions.
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THE BAKWELI WRESTLING MATCH
By L. P.

NAMME

Baptist Mission School, Great Soppo, Buea, Cameroons

H

A VIN G read in Nigeria of the importance of recording African arts
and customs, I have prepared a description of The Bakeweli Wrestling
Match which is performed in Bakweli villages.

"Vasuwa," as it is called in Bakweli, is a contest worth seeing. It is
held in rotation in different villages in the dry season. One village holds
it for a few weeks, then another village takes it up . This goes on from
village to village until the wrestling season is over.
The contest is carried out in this way. When it is time for a village
to hold a wrestling match, the people in that village tidy up their wrestling
field, prepare an altar and put up drums. These drums are beaten every
evening as a signal to indicate that a wrestling match will be held in that
village during the coming weeks.

It is usually held on Sundays. On the appointed Sunday, wrestlers,
non-wrestlers and women from other villages go to the particular village
where the match is to take place. Drums are played until 4 p.m. and people
stand round the wrestling field in groups according to the village they
come from.
The wrestlers from all the villages then move out to the centre of the
wrestling field and begin to dance. While the dance is going on, wrestlers
from one village will select others from another village to wrestle with.
When the choice is finished, all the wrestlers will retire to their respective
places. Two wrestlers then move out to the centre of the field to wrestle.
When one knocks the other down, people on the side of the stronger
wrestler rush out and carry him up and walk with him round the wrestling
field. At the same time, women from that same side rush out dancing,
singing and waving handkerchiefs. This is one of the songs they sing.
First of all, one woman gives an alarm by saying "a - a - a Sola - a." The
rest of the women will say "a." She will then tune up the song. "Ebola
su ibolane soni soni mo nde dibotone mabato aolo a." That means, "Our
work that we do in bits is what helps us to clothe ourselves. Is it not so,
friends?" This is repeated over and over again accompanied by much
hand-clapping.
After a short time, they all retire to their standing place·s and then
the next pair of wrestlers go out to wrestle : When this pair finish the
next pair go out until the wrestling match comes to a close. Immediately
after the close, various dances are held. These dances begin at 6.3 0 p.m.
They are, Ambas, Ejimi, Mondame and Mambonge. They are all native
dances and are almost alike except that the rhythm differs in each dance
according to music.
Mambonge is such an interesting dance that it is worth being described. I will just give a short description of the dance and this will give
you an idea of it. Two to three singers stand out in the dancing ground
and begin to sing. They take with them some toy clappers which, when
played, stimulate the music ~nd this attracts the bystanders to fall in and
dance. The dancers move round in a circle stamping their feet on the
ground and grunting like pigs at the same time. The grunting is done
in their throats with their mouths shaped in an oval form. Thus you
hear sounds like this; "Ho - 0 - ho - 0 - ho - 0," etc.
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The Wrestlers.

From a water-colour painting by B. C.
EnwonuJu, African Artist, Government
College, Umuahw.
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MOTORING-PAST AND PRESENT
By W. H.

Posts and Telegraphs

Mr. Gordon-Bennett was the founder and proprietor of the New York
Herald, and it is through his stimulating interest that his races gave such a
fillip to the motoring industry at a time when it was needed most. Road
racing being illegal in England, the race was held in Ireland over a triangular
course of 351 miles. It was won by Jenatzy, on a Mercedes, at an average
speed of 30 miles per hour. The maximum speed attained in this race was,
however, not a record, for in 1902 Mr. Charles Jarrott covered a kilometre
in a Continental race at a speed of 78 m.p .h. This, of course, was considered
phenomenal at the time, but is rather eclipsed by the speeds of well over
300 m .p.h. attained by British cars and drivers of to-day.
All the early cars were made individually by hand, the coachwork being
very angular and clumsy compared with the modern so-called streamline
design. One favourable feature, however, was the ease of getting into or
{Jut of the car. Nowadays, one has to be a contortionist to get into the
driver's seat of most small cars.
The tendency was to keep the bonnet low, and raise the front and rear
seats in tiers, galleon-wise; which fashion certainly gave the back seat
passengers an airy outing and a bird's-eye view of the countryside for miles
around. On this account ladies' motoring wear of those days was designed
to keep out not only wind and rain of winter, but also, by an astonishing
combination of diver's helmet and apiarist's hat, the enveloping dusts of
summer. As roads became improved, dust became less dense, and ladies
discarded their helmets in favour of hats, hatpins, and veils; though from
the affianced young man's point of view, it is difficult to say which was the
more annoying !
Quite a number of cars were fitted with solid tyres.
of the Goodyear Co. states;-

Ij;;~~

An advertisement of
one of the early makes
of cars.

THE CAR
THAT Will

CUMB
[Query by EditorWas it conscious or
unconscious humour
that accounted for the
demand for "pushing" agents? Early
motor cars frequently
needed pushing in
more senses than one!]
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Endless solids probably had their advantages after all !
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A clothing advertisement in the early days
of motoring in England (I903) . At this
period cars had no
windscreens and closed
bodies were .practically unknou'n, while
British roads were
still very dusty in
summer as the surfaces were at that
time not tarred.

Clotbing.
• •'

And again, another firm advertise their solid Royal Patent Buffer Tyres
as being "specially constructed for all kinds of vehicles, including 'high-speed'
touring cars running up to forty miles an hour." Spare wheels were unknown, those on the car were not easily removable, and punctures on muddy
roads in winter were the motorist's nightmare. Spare tubes and tools were
inconveniently carried under the rear seats and to obtain these and to
facilitate jacking up the car, the occupants had always to be bundled out on
the road.

T H E

Steam Motor Gar.

An advertisement

"An admirable combination. Goodyear pneumatic tyres on front
wheels . Goodyear endless solids on back wheels. For heavy cars nothing
could possibly be better."

FO R

~/Ad£h

I

HAVE before me a copy of The Motor N ews dated July, 190 3, and
I propose to give a brief description of its contents which I think will
interest all our motoring read~rs of Nigeria. This particular issue of
The Motor News deals with aspects of the Gordon-Bennett motor race held
in Ireland in July of that year, and therefore gives us some idea of what
were considered perfections in the cars of that time.

CAR

"" IRISH ROADS"

Echoes of
the Past

LARGE

HEST
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Some weeks ago was celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Dunlop'
pneumatic tyre, which revolutionised motoring . . Although that ingenious
piece of mechanism, the differential gear, was introduced in 1900, it was
not universally adopted until some years later. Transmission to the wheels
from the gearbox was by chain or belt. Two forward speeds only were
fitted on certain small cars, and, strange as it may seem, reversing gear was
only to be had as an extra. The Velox car is an instance. It was a single
cylinder 4 h.p. of 4 cwt., priced at £125, reverse gear £5 extra.

The Motor News of June, 1903, in commenting upon the De Dion car,
says: "The various methods of changing gear in vogue at present are legion.
The simplest is the De Dion, where the high, low, and free engine positions
are all obtained by the horizontal movement of a short lever attached to the
steering post, which causes the expanding clutches to grip their respective
wheels in turn with a refreshing absence of 'missing' and the accompanying
jar. "
Cars were apparently not the inanimate things they are to-day, for
Messrs. James and Browne refer their readers to a client's letter which reads:
"The car ran perfectly, being fast and quiet, and the motor seemed to have
plenty of pluck. The suspension of the car is excellent, writing being quite
easy in the tonneau."
All engines had coil ignition of a type not used to-day, and many of
the harsh words of early motorists were due to the entire refusal of this
piece of apparatus to function properly in damp weather. If the engine
stopped when out driving, suspicion rested upon this coil. The curative
procedure was for the driver to tramp to the nearest house and dry the coils
at the fire, while the remaining occupants of the car, like the Pickwickians
in a somewhat similar situation, comforted themselves with nightcaps both
metaphorical and ·corporeal.
Self-starters were as yet only dreamed of, and starting the engine in
winter was often a heartbreaking job. One cranked and cranked and tried
all sorts of adjustments and inducements, sometimes without any response
whatever. As a last resort, petrol was injected directly into the cvlinders
through cuptaps, boiling water was poured over the carburettor inlet to
warm up the intake air, or coils were put in the kitchen oven, and if all this
proved ineffective, it was unanimously agreed that "she wasn't in humour,"
and should be left to "settle down" before one renewed the attempt.
In 1903 taxation on motor vehicles had not been introduced, and neither
car licence nor driving licence was required. Petrol was evidently not the
combustible stuff then that it is to-day. We read of the Chemico Co.
offering trial packages of Picric Acid "to increase the explosive power of
petrol." Side and rear lamps burned kerosene, and one of my earliest
memories of motoring at night, muffled and bandaged in rugs and perched
all alone in a far-away corner of the back seat, was frequent and loud paternal
admonishings to "keep an eye on the tail lamp. " This lamp had very erratic
habits, and either became extinguished altogether or covered with mud,
which, in the eyes of the law, amounted to one and the same thing. Although
kerosene was a simple and foolproof illuminant, one could be really up-to-date
with acetylene. The Lucas Co. say their "King of the Road" acetylene headlamp "has improvements which make all other headlamps old-fa~hioned."
Nowadays we are blessed with saloon cars, limousines, coupes and other
types fitted with sliding roofs, a boon in Nigeria where hot sun and heavy
ramfalls change the weather so frequently. The first attempt at giving
shelter to the occupants was nothing more or less than an ornamental canopy
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A picture which symbolises present-day motoring in Nigeria-a 1938 car complete with
uniformed African chauffeur . On another page in this issue is reproduced a photograph
of one of Nige"ia's excellent motor roads.

with tassels and fringes, somewhat on the lines of an Indian howdah. This
was superseded by a canvas hood of such ungainly and elaborate design, that
only in the last extremities of a torrential downpour was it brought unwillingly
into use . It required two able-bodied men to hoist it. A later design was
the "one-man hood," and even in present-day cars hoods and well-fitting
side-curtains find favour among many who prefer open-air motoring.

(To be continued in our next issue)

*

*

*

Acknowledgments usually preface an article, and I hope the Edit?r of
The _Motor News, 1938, will forgive this postscript expression of gratItude
for being allowed to quote from an earlier edition of this interesting magazine. The photographs on page 245 are reproduced with the Editor's kind
permission.
Those interested in photography and owners of twin lens cameras may
be interested in the method used by the author to copy these photographs
from The Motor News. The picture to be photographed was pinned to a
vertical support, in daylight, and the "taking" lens was pointed at the centre
of the picture. Having only one set of Proxar lenses, both of these were
fitted one over the other, on the viewing lens, and the upper part of the
vertical support focused. Holding the camera firmly in position, the
Proxar lenses were then transferred to the taking lens, and the film exposed.
This allows of close -ups at seven inches to be taken.
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CARVED POSTS AT OLD OYO
By J. D. CLARKE
"

O

•

I

Superintendent aIEducatian

LD QYQ, the ancient capital of Yorubaland, was sacked and
abandoned just over a hundred years ago. The whole town area
is now overgrown. The immense walls of the town, the "king's
palace" and of some compounds can be seen only as long high mounds in
thick orchard bush. A few hunters roam the country; apart from these
it is the home of baboons and game. What was left of the town when it
was abandoned has suffered from weathering and white ants; and the
bush fires, started by the hunters, have hastened the destruction. It is
remarkable therefore that in several places groups of wooden posts remain
standing. Most of them have been so damaged that only a core of heartwood remains, sometimes still topped by the characteristic cleft to be seen
on such posts to-day. In one place, near the main entrance to the "palace,"
there are seven or eight, some standing, some fallen, which by strange
chance have escaped so much weathering and burning. On these can be
seen the original carving and on three which are still upright most of the
original design is clear. They differ in style considerably from , those
generally seen to-day. The Old QYQ posts are ten or eleven inches thick,
somewhat tapered, smoothly finished and carved in relief. Modern Yoruba
posts are usually cut from lighter timber and decorated (if at all) with solid
designs or heads and figures in the round . The carved head on view
among the examples of Nigerian Crafts at the Empire Exhibition is a copy
of a part of a recently-carved post. The Old QYQ posts are divided into
horizontal panels, each panel decorated with a continuous "picture" of
men, birds, horses or snakes. The occurrence of the snake is interesting
in view of the Yoruba legend that Qranyan, the mythical founder of QYQ,
followed a large snake from Bussa on the Niger until, by going to ground,
it showed him where to found his capital.
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An isome'tric drawing of
Jhe exterior of the blower.
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A BLACKSMITH'S BLOWER FOR NIGERIA
By

DR. GEORGE HAD DEN

'THE Chinese double-acting Piston Blower gives a blast as effective in
its way as geared centrifugal, or organ-bellows blowers of European
type. It is a great improvement on Nigerian blacksmith's bellows
and is a simple carpenter's job of wood and chicken feathers that any village
workman can make. As such, and as a real contribution to Nigerian arts
and to Nigerian village life, I commend it to all woodworking schools.
Once the carpenters make it available, the blacksmiths will soon discover
its worth, as will the brass-smiths of Kano and Benin, and the glass-workers
of Bida: and local village cast iron work may become as common in Nigeria
as in China.
The Chinese use their blower in all sizes from a pocket edition no bigger
than the barrel of a pint bottle, for melting tiny crucibles of metal for repairing iron pots, up to sizes as big as a piano, with a piston stroke two paces
long, for use with foundry cupolas, and village blast-furnaces for smelting
ore. The ordinary smithy blower is a wooden box about the size and shape
of a wooden petrol case, in which a piston head (described below) is worked
back and forth by means of a light cane piston-rod, giving an air-blast on
both the forward and backward strokes. In either end of the box is an
air inlet, guarded inside by a loose soft le~ther flap nailed above the opening.
The flap is usually stiffened with a small flat-faced slab of wood affixed to
its back, and the intake opening itself is usually divided by a central bar to
assist in keeping the contact face flat. The two outlet vents (It in. or
It in. augur holes) are set one at either end of a side of the box; they are
unguarded by valves, but are covered on the outside by a grooved conduit
of wood (about 11 in. or I t in. bore) which conducts the air blasts to a
pair of nozzles set side by side half-way along the box face. The nozzles
may, of course, be set low down on the box face if desired.
The airtight "packing" of the piston-head is done with feathers. The
piston-head itself (made of I in. wood) is cut i in. to t in., or more, all
round smaller than the inside measurements of the box in which it moves.
The circumference is grooved, and on it is laid a good thick layer of soft
25 0

. feathers arranged transversely to_ the groove, into the bed of which they
are then bound tightly with a few turns of light wire or fine cord. This
causes the heads and tails of the feathers to stick up out of the groove on
either side, making a soft and airtight "packing." The width and depth
of the groove will vary with the kind and amount of feathers employed.
The softer and more downy the feathers the better.
For the box, or casing of the blower, the petrol case is tempting in
size and shape: but it cannot be made airtight, and in abandoning it we
may modify the dimensions to, say, 20 ins. x 12 ins. x 9 ins., but there is
nothing sacrosanct about the measurements. The blacksmiths will soon
decide how much blast they need. A piston blower with a quarter of this
volume will give more blast than the bellows they are using now. The
case should be made of one-inch full width and well-seasoned boards,
which, if accurately fitted, may be airtight when screwed up. But it is
better in any case to bed the joints (including those of the air conduits)
in some filling substance- glue, or native gums, or resins, or white lead,
or any drying oil, or paint, with or without a caulking (especially at the
ends) of a few threads of native-spun cotton. Tt? complete the job glue
or gum a tape of cloth along the inside of the joints, serving joints of the
"lid," or last screwed-down side, through the outlet vent holes. A refinement that will incidentally facilitate the packing of the piston-head by
getting rid of its sharp corners, is to glue into the angles of the casing
triangular corner strips from end to end, and to modify the shape of the
piston-head accordingly.
The Chinese make their smaller-sized blowers of dug-out cylinders.
Possibly Nigeria will prefer the dug-out construction for all but the largest
sizes. If well banded they should be immune to cracks. It will, of course,
be necessary to make the cylinder bore quite even and quite smooth. The
air inlet may measure about 2 ins. x 2 ins., divided by a central bar; so
becoming twin openings 2 ins. x i in., separated by an uncut t in . bar.
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/
Section showing internal construction of the blower.

The piston-rod should be of equal thickness throughout its length,
and should have a "packing gland" where it pierces the end of the casing,
e.g., a small pad of soft feathers applied round the rod where it passes
through the casing, and compressed there by a washer of wood also encircling
the rod, and screwed on to the casing end. The piston-rod should be wedged
into the piston-head as a hammer-handle is wedged into the hammer-head .
The Chinese usually make their twin nozzles of tin, but bamboo might
do quite well if well lashed to prevent splitting; or a right-angled bend
of the grooved conduits by means of mitred joints. In any case the twin
nozzles may be finished off as a single nozzle of tin or ifC'n; for it should
be remembered that the Chinese blower does not draw back air through its
nozzles, and therefore the nozzle pipe may, and should, be carried, as in
European blowers, as a single pipe direct to the tuyere or fire nozzle, which
will of course be made of clay.
7
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THE NEW METHOD GRAMMAR
Dr. H . E. PALMER. 2s.3d.
In this book grammar is neither treated as a ~ethod of interpretinf, thou~ht
and reasoning by means of language nor IS. It present~d ~s a t~achlng
subject"; it is looked up~m simply as ~ senes of definIte instructIOns as
to how to build up Enghsh sentences In the manner of those who use
English as their mother-tongue .
How to Use the New Method Grammar. A Teacher's Handbook. Sd.

A GRAMMAR OF ENGLISH WORDS
5s.
Dr. H. E . PALMER.
It confines itself to the 1,000 words (or word-groups) ~hich experience
has shown to be the most troublesome to learners of Enghsh.. The alp~a
betical arrangement enables stu.dents to go. straight to the POints on whIch
they require information. It IS a great tIme-saver.

THE CITIZEN OF AFRICA
By H. A . HARMAN, D .S.O., B.Sc.
With l11ustrations, 3s.
A book which aims at giving the African a general introduction t~ the
rights and duties of the good citizen. It is based on pe~sonal exp.en~nce
of Africa and a full appreciation of its needs and of the vanous orgamsatlOns
at work to assist the African.

PRINCIPLES AND METHODS IN THE
CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
By R. R. YOUNG.
With Illustrations, 3s.
A handbook for African teachers by the author of Suggestions for Traininff
Teachers in Africa.

New Method Supplementary Readers
Simplified and Arranged by MICHAEL WEST, M.A., D.Phil.

New Volumes
THE
THE
THE
THE

MYSTERY OF THE ISLAND. By Jules Verne. Sd.
KING OF THE UNDERSEA CITY. By G. G. Toudouze.
BLACK TULIP. By Alexandre Dumas. Is. Id.
BLACK ARROW. By R. L . Stevenson. Is. Id.

New Method English Library
THE WELFARE READER BOOK-I
By H. S. SCOTT, C .M.G ., M.A.
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BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
Title: The Bisoro Stories. Vols. I and 11.
Author: H . H. Akiki K. Nyabongo.
Publisher: Basil Blackwell. Price: IS. per volume in Cloth; 6d. in Paper Cover.

T

HESE stories, collected and written by an African author and dedicated
to the son of the famous singer, Paul Robeson, and to the son of Ras
. Kassa~ will delight ~he intelligent element~ry pupil. Only animal
stones are mduded, and smce the scenes are set m East Africa the reader
will incidentally learn a little about the conditions of life there, both from
the stories themselves and from the pictures. He will also be interested
to compare these East African tales with the animal stories current in his
own home. This is the sort of book to put into the Primary school library
to encourage the pupils in the habit of reading to themselves for pleasure,
and of discussing and thinking about what they read.
Title: A Journey to the Centre of the Earth. (Longmans' Simplified
English Series.)
Author: Jules Verne, adapted and rewritten by H. E . Palmer. .
Publisher: Longmans, Green & Co. Price: IS. 6d.

Another volume in this excellent and inexpensive series of eleven titles
suitable for general reading in Middle Classes II to IV. The pictures,
maps and diagrams are a help to the understanding of the text and are of
educational value in themselves, and Mr. Palmer's adaptation of the text
is of course first-rate.
T itle: The Oxford Geographical Note-Books.
Author: Jasper H . Stembridge.
Publisher: Oxford University Press. Price: From led. to

IS.

3d. each book.

There are nine note-books in this excellent series: I, British Isles;
11 and Ill, The Americas; IV, Africa; V, Australia and the Pacific;
VI, Asia; VII, Europe; VIII and IX, Revision Courses, the World and
the British Empire Overseas.
The series can be very strongly recommended for Secondary use in
Nigeria, in conjunction with any good Secondary School Geography text
book. A suitable selection of four of the nine books would cover the
Middle III to VI course for any of the usual external examinations. The
books are thoroughly up to date both in matter and method, and will tend
to correct a number of faults in the teaching of Geography which are
frequently found in our schools. Books IV, VIII and IX can be particularly recommended to teachers preparing for Government Teachers'
Certificates.
Title: The Heritage of Literature Series.
General Editor: E. W. Parker.
Publisher: Longmans, Green & Co. Price: IS. 4d. to

2S.

3d. per volume.

Some forty-four titles have been published in the series, under the
headings of Travel and Adventure, Essays, Drama, Fiction, Myths, History,
Life and Letters, and Poetry. These well-printed, neatly-bound and carefully-edited volumes are suitable for secondary school and training college
libraries.
Title: Tales Retold for Easy Reading . (Jane Eyre, Tales of the Ancients,
Great Expectations, Stories of Sinbad the Sailor.)
Publisher: Oxford University Press. Price: lOd. to IS. per volume.

Five more titles in a series somewhat similar to the Longman's Simplified
English series mentioned above. Tales Retold have now reached a total
of thirteen titles. Now that so many excellent and inexpensive books of
this kind are available there is no ' excuse for any school which fails to turn
out Higher Elementary and Lower Middle pupils who enjoy reading.
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TH E BASIC WAY TO ENGLISH
Prepared under the Editorship of
PROFESSOR R. D. JAMESON, National
Tsing Hua University, Peiping, China .
E. H . CARTER,formerly H.M. Inspector, The Board of Education.
HARVEY WILLIAMS, Lecturer in
English, Egyptian University, Cairo.
HARLEY V. USILL, General Editor,
The Year Book of Education.

C. K. OGDEN, Director of the Orthological Institute.
DR. W. B. MUMFORD, Colonial
Adviser, University of London Institute of Education.

H.

V. HAMPTON, Principal, Training
College, Bombay.

Principles of Basic English have now been embodied in a series of text-.
T HE
books, which provide the material for learning and teaching English through
the Basic English method.
There are four Learners' Books for pupils, and four corresponding Teaching
Books, each profusely and attractively illustrated. The Teaching Books contain
all the pages from the Learners' Books, together with full notes on the teaching of
each page.
The reading-matter in the book has been specially planned to be acceptable to
people of varying groups and countries, because English is a language used and
needed internationally.
Having gained a mastery of Basic English, pupils will find their knowledge an
invaluable bridge to the learning of standard English, if this is desired. In many
instances, however, a thorough knowledge of Basic English will be all that is
required, for in the 850 words of the Basic English vocabulary all normal needs can
be expressed and understood in speaking, reading, and writing.

FOUR LEARNERS' BOOKS, price 6d. each
FOUR TEACHING BOOKS, price Is. net each
A prospectus and specimen copies of the books will be gladly sent
upon application to the publishers
AFRICANS LEARN TO BE FRENCH

By W. BRYANT MUMFORD, M.A., Ph.D., and
MAJOR G . ST. J. ORDE-BROWNE, O.B.E.
A review of Educational Activities in the Seven Federated Colonies of French
West Africa. Forms a valuable survey of French colonisation and educational
methods which should be known to J;:veryone interested in British colonial affairs.
Price 5s. net.
ARITHMETIC IN AFRICA

By OTTO RAUM, with a Foreword by SIR T. PERCY NUNN.
This new book is addressed to those responsible for the teaching of Arithmetic
to Africans.
It shows how knowledge of indigenous life may be applied to the teaching of
Arithmetic to African peoples, and combines the arithmetical notions and practices
of Africa with those suggestions for the teaching of arithmetic in Europe which
seem to fit in with them.
Dr. Raum is peculiarly well equipped to deal with this subject. The son of a
missionary, he was brought up in constant contact with Africans, and has spent
several years in teaching and inspection, and in the training of native teachers.
Price 3s. 6d. net.

EVANS BROTHERS LIMITED
MONTAGUE HOUSE, RUSSELL SQ., LONDON, W.C.I, ENGLAND
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Title: ' The Basic Way to English. Teachers' Books I to IV, and Pupils'
Books I to IV.
Authors: W. B. Mumford and B. N. Parker (Colonial Dept., London Institute of
Education)'
Publisher : E~ans Bros., Ltd. Price: Teachers' Books, IS. each; Pupils ' Books,
6d. each.

For a ~etailed review of this series, see Oversea Education, Vol. IX,
No. 3, Apnl, 1938. The advantages seem to be that the books provide a
cheap, complete and foolproof English course suitable for the four-year
village school course envisaged by the Advisory Committee. Especially in
areas such as the Niger Delta and the Badagry Division of the Colony
where the local vernaculars are spoken by a comparatively small numbe;
of people, many parents send their children to school for three or four
years to learn reading, writing, arithmetic and enough English to enable
them to trade in markets where the diversity of languages necessitates a
lingua franca. For such schools this course seems likely to prove the best
available. Although complete in itself it is also a sound foundation for
further study. It should be possible to master it in eighteen months to
three years: an intelligent adult who can read and write his own language
might master it in six months. The instructions to the teacher are so clear
and complete that untrained inexperienced teachers should be able to get
good results. The books are exceptionally well printed and illustrated.
The series is being tried out in a four-year Administration village school
near Badagry and it will be interesting to see the results. Basic English
has already proved valuable in schools in the West Indies and in several
countries in the Far East.
Title : (I) The New Method English Grammar. (Il) How to Use the New
Method English Grammar.
Author: H. E. Palmer.
Publisher: Longmans Green & Co. Price: (I) 2S. 3d., (11) 8d.

This is also reviewed at length in the issue of Oversea Education mentioned above . The Grammar is in many ways an advance on anything we
have up to the present, but I suspect that the pictures and some of the text
may seem over-complicated, and may frighten Primary teachers who would
otherwise find most of the book extremely valuable. Its very great merit
is that it successfully treats Grammar as a series of instructions for building
up sentences in idiomatic English, and not as a series of mental gymnastics
taking place in a vacuum. The vocabulary is of about 1,500 words and
the texts will be useful to teachers in charge of classes from Elementary IV
up to Middle III or IV.
Title: How to Use English for Beginners.
Author: J. S. Bentwich.
Publisher: Longmans Green & Co. Price : 9d.

"English for Beginners" is a course of simple exercises, based on
conversation, suitable as an introduction to the use of West's New Method
Reader 1. This teachers' handbook should be in the hands of all
teachers using the reader: besides most helpful notes on how to conduct
the conversation lessons, it contains in an appendix a series of excellent
diagrams for enlargement into wall charts.
Title : More Reading Scenes from Famous Stories.
Author: Rodney Bennett.
Publisher : G. Bell & Sons . Price: IS. 2d.

(Second Book.)

This book contains a series of well-known stories presented in the
form of short plays, with some helpful notes for teachers and exercises for
pupils; just the sort of book we need to help kill the bad old type of reading
aloud lesson (see Handbook of Suggestions for Teachers, 1937 edition, top
of page 366).
K. B. FORGE.
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CORRESPONDENCE
(To the Editor of "Nigeria")

SIR,-Here are a few comments on Nigeria, No. 13.
I. In the article "A Nigerian Meteorite" exception must be taken to
the following statement: "This note is written to give the first recorded
Nigerian meteorite at least a passing mention." Another meteorite exists
at the town of Uwet and is used as a test of manhood. Those who can
lift it above their heads with two hands are the strong men of the town.
2.
This meteorite was reported on before the War and a slice was
cut off it for chemical and microscopical investigation.
3. Page 67· Utu Etim Ekpo is not in the Owerri Province. It
forms an important place in the Ika clan, Abak Division, Calabar Province.'*'
4- The statement on page 71 that the making of salt by the evaporation
of salt water is an unknown industry in Nigeria is better expressed as a
forgotten industry. An answer to the question "Why has Brass its name of
Brass ?" will put people on the track of a forgotten industry.
District Office,
Bamenda Division,
Bamenda,
June 13th, 1938.

*A

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
M. JEFFREYS,
Senior District Officer,
i jc Bamenda Division.

similar correction applies to the description of the carving illustrated at the top
of page 42, No. 12 Nigeria .·-EDITOR.

KIT AND EQUIPMENT,
FOOTWEAR AND HOSIERY
LADIES' OUTFITS of every description

•

SPORTS GOODS, GUNS, &c.

Insurances
of all kinds

BOOKS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS-NEW
AND SECONDHAND

TAXIDERMY
NEWSPAPERS
AND PERIODICALS

•

MOTOR CARS AN D
MOTOR SPARES
WIRELESS SETS AND ALL ACCESSORIES

Baggage collected, stored and shipped

GRIFFITHS, McALISTER LTD.,
29, Manesty's Lane,
Liverpool, I.

10, Warwick Street, Regent St.,
London, W.I.

The Cowry Shell-(concluded from page 226).
summed up the situation as follows: "The use of the words XGtpo,> by
the Greeks andporcus and porculus by the Romans, reveals the fact that
the terms had the double significance of 'pig' and 'cowry shell.' As it is
manifestly impossible to derive the word 'cowry' from the Greek word for
'pig,' the only explanation that will stand examination is that the two meanings must have been acquired from the identification of both the cowry
and the pig with the Great Mother and the female reproductive organs.
In other words, the pig associations of Aphrodite afford clear evidence that
the goddess was originally a personification of the cowry."'o
Another name for the cowry was the "margareta" that occurs so often
in the old lists of articles used for trade on the west coasts. The pearl
(margareta) was connected with fertility and the cowry being likewise connected with fertility took as its trade name that of the pearl- margarete.
aOElliot-Smith, G.

Evolution of the Dragon, page

221.

London, 1919.

HAND PRESSES FOR PALM FRUIT
During a recent visit to Umuahia we had the opportunity of visiting
a very successful oil press installation. The plant was privately owned by
a young man whose main .occupation is quite distinct from agriculture,
but he has invested his savings of several years in the purchase of a press
and this is now yielding him such an excellent return for his money that
he has been able to build a comfortable modern house for his family.
Messrs. John Holt & Co., Ltd., are agents for oil presses (see page xxvi).
-EDITOR.
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HOW TO OBTAIN "NIGERIA"
In Nigeria, from all General and Cash Account Post Offices, Mission
Bookshop, Principal Stores and Education Offices.
On the Gold Coast, from the bookshops of the Scotch and Methodist
Missions.
In Sierra Leone from Post Offices and the 'Director of Education,
Sierra Leone.
Copies can be obtained by post, post free in Nigeria/ on forwarding
a postal order for sixpence to the Editor, cjo Education Department, Lagos,
Nigeria, West Africa. The cost to places outside Nigeria is 8d. post free.
If desired, a subscription can be paid in advance to cover several issues.
Readers in England can obtain copies from the Crown Agents for the
Colonies, 4 Millbank, London, S.W.l, price 6d., or post free 8d.

THE ARTS AND CRAFTS OF NIGERIA
No. 14 issue of Nigeria formed a comprehensive survey of the arts
and crafts of the country. It contained 85 pages of editorial matter, including
144 photographs and four plates in full colour, printed on art paper, reproducing water-colour drawings by Nigerian artists.
Copies of this special issue can be obtained from the Editor, Education
Department Headquarters, Lagos, Nigeria, . or from the Crown Agents,
4 Millbank, London, S.W.I. Price 8d., post free.
XIX

Agfa Cameras
Agfa Films
and Chemicals
Agfa Papers

finest
colours
and
materials
for the

REEVE

Art Class

The Agfa - Rondinax 60 Daylight Developing :rank
The ideal outfit for the perfect development of panchromatic arid other roll films 21" x 31" and 21" x 21-".
No dark room required; paper backing removed both easily and wirh

perfect eer tainty; no scratching of the film; economy of developera film can be developed in about five minutes:
the tank is light in .... eight. non-corroding and can be easily washed and
dried for the developing and fixing of successive f."lms.

(5 oz. only required);

N.V.

HANDELMAATSCHAPPIJ

V/ H

J. F. SICK CO.

Reeves have bee n maki ng artists'
colours, brushes, etc., for over
170 years. The high quality of
their school Pai nts, Crayons,
Pastels, Brushes, etc., is the
result of this long experience.

LAGOS
Porto Novo Market !itreet, 13-15
Phone 216 Branches at Kano, Port Harcourt and Calabar

P.O. Box 179

For the best results use Reeves' Colours and
Materials always, for they are the best and
the most economical in use. Colours for the
Ostwald Theory are now available in all ranges.

A

F T E R only two years' existence. the
"Nigerian Eastern Mail" has become the
most widely read weekly in Nigeria. And
there are good reasons why. From first page
to last it is crammed with the most interesting
news oftheweekfrom all parts of West Africaall parts of the world too. Published every Friday
by the Henshaw Press. Calabar. it is obtainable
everywhere at 3d. per copy.

Read the

NIGERIAN
EASTERN MAl L
always
xx

Reeves' Pai nt Boxes are
available in a very large
range, all specially planned
for scholars. Pri ncipals, Art
Masters, and Art Mistresses
are invited to apply for
Complete Catalogue and
Colour Charts to:

REEVES & SONS, LTO.
ASHWIN STREET, DALSTON, LONDON, E.8, England
xxi
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Whatever the month of
the year; whatever your
clothing requirementsthe wisest thi ng is to get
them at Kingswayoryour
branch of the U.A.C.
Courteous attention; unlimited choice; utmost
value!

COOKING
BY

ELECTRICITY
IS

SIMPLE & CLEAN
SMALL
1/9 ) MONTHLY
MEDIUM 2/3 ~
LARGE
3/3) RENTALS

APPLY
TO
XX111

l'

LOCAL
ELECTRICITY
OFFICES

', '

,

~
Th'e Antiseptic, Germicidal,
and Cleansing ,TOoth Pasfe

I

I

mediately, remove ugly tartar
and banish stains. Kolynos is
so economical that only half
an inch, preferably used on a
DRY brush, will be sufficient
to give the results you desire.
Try it. Buy a tube to-day.

Clean, sparkling white teeth
and a healthy mouth can be
yours, by the regular use of
Kolynos. Special ingredients,
contained only in Kolynos, kill
the germs of dental decay imObtainable at all Chemists and Stores.

Of course it's AI-I
It's a 1938 Ford V -8-and
A I in every detail
The 1938 Ford V-B has established itself among fine cars as an
outstanding value. It provides the qualities which people desire
most . . appearance, riding comfort, safety, power and economy
.. to a degree uncommon in a car of low price . That is why it
has been rightly called "The Quality Car in the Low-Price Field."

There

IS

no comparison.

SOLE NIGERIAN DISTRIBUTORS :

JOE ALL EN & COMPANY, LTD., HEAD OFFICE, LAGOS
HUNTLEY & PALMERS, READiNG, ENGLAND
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Br.,"che' " ABA, BENIN CITY, IBADAN, JOS, KANO.
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YOUTH and PROGRESS

Obtainable from:

all C.M.S. BOOKSHOPS.

Branches of
THE UNITED AFRICA
CO., LTD.

((The foundation of every State iJ
the education of its Youth JJ

HOPE WADDELL
TRAINING INSTITUTE
BOOKSHOP.

The House of Holt invites you to make
use of its Service wh ich is progressive
and designed to meet your requirements

SUDAN INTERIOR
MISSION BOOKSHOP.

SUPPLIED IN
VARIOUS SHADES

{ff<9XLEY
@&mbrie
~

Writing l1ad
•

ENVELOPES
TO MATCH

Use it for you r Sea and
Air Correspondence
Three sheets and envelope weigh less than half-ounce

As well-known
in Africa
as though it were
an African name:

(8exLEY

Ransome Ploughs and
Cultivators ...

The Path of
a Million Pens!

... and a wide range of seeds
and fertilizers . ..
Stocked by the Branches of

. ...
Hand Presses for Palm Fruit

JOHN HOLT &CO. (LIVERPOOL) LTD.
=--_________
_

BICYCLES: Inspect the wide range of high-class Bicycles,
including Rudge and Royal Enfield, in the Holt Stores.

JOHN HOlT & CO.

(LIVERPOOL)

lTD.

Branches throughout Nigeria

BUY A C.ROXLEY PAD AND SEND FOR A FREE CROXLEY JOnER
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THORNTON
Largest
Manufacturers of
High-Grade
Drawing
Instruments in the
British Empire .

•
Illustrated Catalogues, Series A 120-Post Free.

A. G. THORNTON, LTD.
(Contractors to the British and other Governments)

PARAGON WORKS, KING ST. WEST,

Also Manufacturers
of .Slide Rules.
Drawing Boards.
Tee & Set Squares.
Cu rves. Protractors.
Surveying
Instruments. and
Drawing Office
Stationery.

'v

MANCHESTER.

A 11 You r B r i t ish ~~~~~~~~~~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
NEWSPAPERS
M A I LED UA~~~UON~E FOR ADVERTISING
SPACE IN THIS

Let W. H . Smith & Son mail all your papers by
earliest mails under one account, saving you time,
trouble and expense. There is no need to wait
for a quotation of the rates of subscription. Just
order the publications you want, enclosing a deposit ,
and you will be advised how many iS5ues it covers.

13
3 5
10
3 6
17
5
8

MAGAZINE

6
0
0
6
4
0
6

write to

The Editor, "Nigeria,"
Education Department Headquarters,

Ma~azine5

Argosy...
...
Pearson 's Magazine
Woman's Magazine

Lagos, Nigeria, West Africa.

15 0
14 6
15 6

'Phone: Lagos006. 'Grams: 'Edspec, Lagos'

Subscription rate for any publication supplied
on request.

w. H. SMITH & SON
NEWSAGENTS : BOOKSELLERS : LIBRARIANS
STATIONERS : PRINTERS : BOOKBINDERS
ADVERTISING AGENTS

Best values
in
Exercise
Books
Text Books
Pens
Pencils

There is no more trying time for the student-child or
adult-than preparation for an examination. There are
many minor details that can irritate and upset concentration-and that is just where parents and teachers can help.
Nerves and confidence can go to pieces if pens make a
blot or rubbers leave an ugly mark-that is why scholastic
materials should be the best available, and that is
why wise parents, teachers and students come to our
STATIONERY DEPARTMENT for all educational
equipment.

Paints

SPECIMEN ANNUAL RATES (PREPAID)
(including postage to any part of the world)
Weekly Publications
£ s. d.
British Weekly
Bystander . . .
...
Daily Mail (Overseas Edition)
Illustrated London News
Sunday Times
...
...
Times (Weekly Edition) ...
West Africa

for

or to the Advertisement Representative:

30 Moorend Rd., Cheltenham, England.
'Phone: Cheltenham 3218.

Brushes
Rulers
Ink
and all
Scholastic
Need

ORDER COLLECTIVELY
Rather than buy one or two things at a time, it is better
to find out what your fellow-pupils or teachers want and
then buy them all together-the bigger the order, the
more money can be saved. Teachers and pupils can
rely on us for the finest service in ~ Imltters pertaining
to Studies.

THE

UNITED AFRICA
COMPANY

69 STRAND HOUSE, PORTUGAL STREET
LONDON, W .C.2, ENGLAND
1500 Branches throughout England and Wales
w. H. SMITH & SON, LTD.
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LIMITED

G. GOTTSCHALCK &

co.

HARDWARE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Agents for
"CELOTEX" ant proof Building Boards
"Red Hand" PAl NTS for every job
"MORSES" Calcarlum DISTEMPER
"IMPERIAL" all British TYPEWRITERS
"WAKEFIELD'S" Oils and Lubricants

•

"

I"

y'

JUST A FEW
OF OUR SPECIALISED LINES ALWAYS IN STOCK

MINING TOOLS
GARDENING TOOLS
WATER PIPES & FITTINGS
PUMPS FOR ALL PURPOSES
PORCELAIN BATHS
PORCELAIN BASINS & SINKS
HOSE PIPING & SPRAYS
LAWN MOWERS
SADDLERY
SAFES & CASH BOXES
PAINT OILS & PUTTY
BUILDING MATERIALS
COOKING RANGES
COOKING UTENSILS
HOUSE & OFFICE CLOCKS
CARPENTERS TOOLS
BRUSHES FOR ALL JOBS
NETTLE FOLDS SCREWS
NAILS, BOLTS & NUTS
STEEL WINDOWS
Inquiries from up-Country specially Invited. These receive personal attention of European in
Charge.
Inspection is cordially Invited at
our premises, Broad Street, Lagos.

YOU ARE WELCOME
IN ANY OF OUR STORES

PHONE: 015

t

LAGOS \
Pub1lshed by the

Telegrams:

"HARDWARE"

ABEOKUTA-IBADAN-MINNA.ZARIA.GUSAU·
KANO·JOS·PORT HARCOURT
and 'Printed by
Cheltenham and London, England.

EOUCATION DEPARTMENT, !.AGOS,

CHELTENBAII

Pa&ss, LTO.,

